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March Of Dimes
Opens This Week•
Wilcox Chairman
No Fancy Campaigning
Planned, Personal
Touch To Be Used,
Leader Says

Princeton Postoffice
Is Rated First Class
The sum of $82.10 looked large
to Postmaster John S. Mahan
and other postoffice workers last
week, because this was the margin by which the Princeton postoffice rose from second to first
class.
Revenue for the 1948 calendar
year was $40,082.10, Mr. Mahan
said. First class offices must
have revenue of $40,000, or
more.
During last year Raymond
Brown and James McCaslin, civ-

I.
Diogenes Could Have
Ended His Search

Diogenes, w ho spent his
life searching in vain for
'an honest man, could have
ended his quest if he had
il service classified substitutes,
met James Mashburn. Tuesday, Dec. 28, Mr. Mashburn
were promoted to be regular emfound and returned immedployes, and Dewey Ladd and
iately approximately $1,500,
Sanford Price appointed classiwhich Dr. Frank P. Giannini
fied substitutes.
had lost on a Princeton
If the 1949 revenue again exstreet. About .$1,200 was In
ceeds $40,000, seven employes
cash, the remainder in
will receive automatic salary adchecks.
vances of $100 a year, Mr. Mahan said.
"It is hoped city delivery limits will be expanded to such an
extent this year that an additional city carrier may be employed," the postmaster said.

Bids Are Asked
On Construction
Of 36-Bed Unit

The annual March of Dimes
No world shaking events took
Campaign will open in Caldwell
place in Princeton and Caldwell
Last Barrier Removed To Start Of Building In
county Friday, Jan. 7, Joe Wilcounty during 1948, but The
Spring; County Project Second In Kentucky To Get
cox, chairman, said Monday. The
leader was filled with news
campaign will close Saturday.
Unconditional Sanction Of Federal Authority;
,bout the folk at home—their
Jan. 15.
eopes, their fears, their accom$65,000
Of Pledges Have Been Paid,
"We are not planning anypjishments.
thing fancy for this drive," Mr.
Chairman
Simmons Reports
January
6. The Caldwell
Wilcox said, "but are putting it
Good news came to start the New Year off well in
unty Fiscal Court, in special
on the personal basis, to the
Princeton and throughout the entire community . . . with
eting, made formal applieshome owner as much as the store
formal approval by the U. S. Public Health Service of plans
1 to the government, under Clinton Lodge Installs
owner."
Surveys To Begin Soon, for the Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital, removing
t Federal Hospital Construe- Officers At
Pamplets with letter of solicithe last barrier to construction of the 36-bed institution
Dinner
Act, for $90,000 toward
Construction In
tation will be sent out this
here; Thos. J. Simmons, chairman, said Monday.
ruction and equipping the Meeting, Dec. 27•
February Or March
Copies of the architect's final
Mark Cunningham was elected weekend, Mr. Wilcox said. He
ised new hospital here.
Contract for construction of Rotarians Hear Plans
requests that contributions be
plans
for the building went to
uary 15. Clydia Ruth and installed master ot Clinton
electric lines in the northern
sent in immediately.
contractors who have indicated
For
Caldwell
Hospital
1104 daughter of Mr. and Mrs Lodge No. 82, F and A.M. at a
Approximately 100 boxes were
An ordinance raising mini- with intent to steal, were held part of Caldwell county has
Thomas J. Simmons, chairman their intention of bidding on the
Young, was named Cald-/ Ss John's
been let, and surveying for the
Day dinner meeting p u t in business houses of mum
charges to $2.25 for 300 for grand jury action.
JArounty March of Dimes
of the Caldwell County War Me- project 'Monday and bids were
lines
should
get
under
Princeton
way
this
week
early
in
whic
h
Monday
night, Dec. 27.
e 89gn Queen.
Operating expense disbursethis month, C. F. Baker and B. morial Hospital committee, advertised for this week. The
persons may drop pennies, dimes cubic feet of water, including
ments for December were $5,)._
----oy 16. Thomas J. Sim-I Others elected and installed or dollars
tax,
was
adopted
R.
Gaines, officials of Hender- spoke on hospital plans at the bids will be opened Tuesday,
at
Mo
nd
ay
to help the fund.
430.57, in addition to the dis, ss nanager of the Capitol' were O. T. Strong senior warson Union REA, said last week. Tuesday night meeting of the Feb. 8, and will then be forCampaign
night's
workers
City
will
be
Council
on
meeting,
den;
R.
M.
Oliver,
junior
warbursement from the sinking
theater, received the Kiwanis
warded to the Divisiop of HosConstruction work will begin Rotary Club,
den; J. W. Myers, treasurer; G. Princeton's Main street Satur- Mayor W. L. Cash said. The raise fund of $3,200 in payment of
Club's citizenship award.
Gene Croft, scoutmaster of pitals, State Board of Health,
after
75 miles have been surveyday,
Jan.
8,
and
Saturday,
Jan.
becomes effective with Febru- funding bond interest of $200
January 31. Frances defeated W. Towery, secretary; Roy Mc- 15,
Troop
39, was introduced as and the U. S. Public Health Sered, probably the last of Februfor Mile of Dimes contribu ary bills. There will be a graduand for retirement of three
Butler to in the 1948 anneal Dowell, senior deacon; L. M. tions,
ary or the first of March, offi- Junior Rotarian for January. vice, at Chicago, for review.
Mr. Wilcox said.
Murphy,
ated
increase
junior
in
rates
deacon;
on
water
0.
E.
funding bonds at $1,000 each.
Princeton Rotary Club BasketBurhl Hollowell received recogThe State and Federal agencials said.
Money raised by the Marcn used above the minimum.
The water department report
nition for 4 years' perfect at- cies will advise Chairman Simball Tournament for the benefit Allen, tyler; L. A. Northington, of Dimes
House
wiring
instructions
each
year
will
is
used
in
chaplain,
Purchase
and J. T. Beck and Ray
of the new fire truck showed December receivable actendance.
.of the underprivileged fund.
mons to award the contract to
combatting infantile paralysis.
was again postponed, this time counts to be $3,024.49, and for be given at 7 o'clock, Thursday
February 5. K. V. Bryant, Farmer, stewards.
Visiting Rotarian was Prof. R. the lowest bidder and it is exnight,
Jan.
6,
at
Fredonia
School,
Annual
because
reports
t
h
e
were
special
made
committee
by
the
year
$33,415.50.
Butler Hish School band direcpected a contract will be awardCounty Agent R. A. Mabry said A. Belt, Dawson Springs.
appointed at the previous meetThe street department reporttor, receited the annual Prince- officers at the meeting. Dinner "No Race Superiority,"
ed in ample time to have actual
Friday. Mr. Baker will show picwas
ing
served
by
recommended
members
of
rejection of all ed 1,248 hours spent in street
the Says
ton I(trio r Chamber of ComMrs. Hodges
construction begin in the Spring,
tures on house wiring and disbids submitted for a chassis.
work and other activities, 32
merce cistinguished Ser v ic e Order of Eastern Star.
"There is no superiority of
as soon as weather permits.
Contacts with individual deal- hours representing prisoner-lab- cuss some of the problems inAward s the young man who
race, merely a superiority of op"Altho it may have seemed to
ers will be made personalty, or for the month. During the volved, Mr. Mabry said.
contributed most to the commun.
portunity," was the opinion exsome of our good people here
All who expect to have their
Fire
Chief
Kercheval
said,
in
the
year
15,175 hours of labor was
rty in 1847.
pressed Sunday night by Mrs.
that there has been too much
hope a satisfactory agreement reported, 805 hours being prison- houses or farm buildings wired
February 9. Civic clubs proCarrie Morgan Hodges in a talk
delay in necessary preliminaries
are requested to attend the meet- County Group Invites
can
be
reached.
er labor.
posed a City Planning Commisat First Christian Church.
to getting the hospital built, the
ing, so that they may learn what
Report of the police departCity Board To Discuss
Approximately 5,617,600
sion to strey Princeton's needs,
Mrs. Hodges spoke from exopposite is the case," Mr. Sim
REA requires in wiring, Me Mament
for
December
showed
colpounds
of
rock
were
devise me
purchased
of satisfying them
perience gained by living with
mons said this week, citing a letLocal Quintet Trails
School Merger
lection of $959.50, including in 1948. The fire department an- bry added.
and meth
of paying for exEskimos, Aleuts, Spanish-AmerFloyd E. Jones was re-elected ter received January 1, from the
Until
Last
$141.50
Quarter;
from
replevin
bonds and wered three calls during Decempanded se
ican youth and Navajo Indians.
chairman of the Calstwell Coun- State Department of Helath,
$26 from meter parking viola- ber and presented an account of Rotary Tournament Off;
February
4. Don Morgan, Barrett Scores 14
Mrs. Hodges, widow of the
ty Board of Education at a which gives the facts. The letButler Tigers came from be- Rev. B. A. Hodges, who was a tions. Collection for the year $136 for firemen's services. The Too Few Teams To Play
Butler Hi
hool senior, reboard meeting Monday morning, ter states, in part:
yearly report made by Fire Chief
'eived the
The annual Rotary sponsored Jan. 3. Chester Cravens w a s
1 Princeton Ro- hind in a last quarter spurt that Presbyterian minister in Prince- from fines and costs in1 pollee
—To date, 15 projects have reI
Clyde Kercheval showed re- basketball torunement for the elected to succeed C. E. Lowery ceived preliminary
tary Club
Fume award as the gave them a 41-36 victory over ton, was supervisor of senior court was $7,276.50.
approval for
The
December
police
court
sponse to 45 calls and an ex- benefit of the underprivileged as vice-president.
outstanding e7outh of the COM- Trigg County in a basketball boys' dormitory', Sheldon Jackparticipation in the first federal
docket
showed
dispose,' of 42 pense account of $1,284 for fire- has been cancelled this year begame played Tuesday night in son School, Sitk a, Alaska, ap•nunity in i4
The board is made up of G. H. allotment to this State, and .of
cases, with $1,190 assessed in men's services.
March 9. iundreds of farmers Butler gym.
cause withdrawal of teams does Marshall, J. S. Baker and Messrs. these only two are under conproximately 2 years, and later
fines and costs. Two defendants,
The meeting, presided over by not leave enough participants for Jones, Cravens and Lowery.
and inter
citizens
The Tigers, trailing 34-31 at the spent 21
/
2 years on the Navajo
struction. Both of these had comattended
taring
ring on road im- end of the third frame, made 10 Indian Reservation, Arizona. She charged with tampering with Mayor Cash, was attended by all tournament play, Clifton Clift, The county board has invited pleted drawings and received
Miss
Dorothy
Davis'
automobile
councilmen.
provemen ider the State rur- points to 2 made by the Trigg returned to Princeton a year ago.
chairman of the tournament the city board to meet with it bids -before it was decided to real roads
committee, said Wednesday.
gram, the money to quintet in the final quarter. At
to discuss the school merger, quest federal aid. Other projects.,
The speaker discussed briefly
be used accruing from the 2 the end of the first quarter But- the work being done among Lake Cabins Should
Clifton Clift, county superin- starting from scratch, have had
eents additeanal tax on gasoline. ler was behind, 15-6, and at the these groups by mission workers, Get Electricity In '49
tendent, said Monday. The meet- to go through the normal process
100 Expected For
Officials of the State Highway half was on the short end of a medical personnel and teachers.
The numerous new camps,
ing will be after the re-organi- of application, which usually reKiwanis
Award
Dinner • zation of the city board Tues- quires nine to 12 months.
department and members of the 26-23 count.
cabins and cottages being conApproximately 100 reserva- day. Jan. 11.
Fiscal Court were present.
Barrett, of Butler, and Bird"Four projects, including
structed along the shores of
tions had been received WedMarch 2S Murray Sell was song, of Trigg, tied for high
World Series Shown;
Caldwell
county's, submitted
Kentucky Lake in Marshall and
nesday noon for the annual Kiawarded a sold key as the out- scoring honors with 14 points
plans and specifications in NoCalloway counties should be Other Sporting Films
wanns Citizenship Award dinstanding Jaycee worker in 1947. each. Other Tiger scoring was
vember and December, 1948, but
able to receive central station
ner at 6:30 o'clock, Friday night,
To Be Presented
March 30 The Caldwell Coun- Williamson, 10, McCaslin, 9, and
only one af these (except Caldelectric power service by the
A 16 mm. projector for both Jan. 7. in the Henrietta Hotel,
ty CitizenoCommittee was for- P'Pool and Lee, 4 each.
well's) has received unconditionend of 1949, President Ed PaxButler lost to Hopkinsville, Ray Blackburn Elected
mally- laurthed.
silent and sound film was pur- J. A. Creasey, chairman of the
al approval from the U. S. Pubton, Jr., of the Kentucky Lake
Apra 8. C-rays were made of 40-29, in a pre-Christmas game. Superintendent; 23
lic Service."
chased recently by the Prince- house committee, said.
Association, said Tuesday.
peal
cted
ore berfeosreervam
tiounrs
s dawyerernoe
rxni Local Leaders Attend
1,454 persos at the mobile tu- Barrett was Tiger high scorer
Thus it is seen that of all the
ton
Junior Chamber of ComThe
Perfert
lake association official
Records
berculosis unit stationed in with 16.
Meeting At Kentucky
Kentucky hospital projects planWork was started Monday said that the other major need in merce. The first showing was ings
deadline, Mr. Creasey said.
The Tigers will go to GreenPrinceton fve days the week bened Caldwell's is the second to
morning on the new Cumber- the lake area of west Kentucky Wednesday night, Dec. 29, when
The Citizenship Award is Lake Dec. 29
fore.
ville Friday night, Jan. 7, and
gain unconditional approval of
land 'Presbyterian Church build- is for telephone service.
Scoutmaster
Gene
a
film
Croft,
on
the
World Series was made for outstanding communiApril 19 eirst District Repub- will be host to Lyon County ing
the US Chicago health office.
at Fredonia. The site is on
Troop
39,
and
Joel
Stallins
presented for members of a lo- ty service.
replicans met .1 Princeton to name Tuesday night, Jan. 11.
'Permission was obtained late
Main street, across from the
resented Princeton at a councal baseball team. The same
delegates to the National Repubschool. Construction is by Fulcil meeting for planning Sen- in December from the State
movie
was
shown
Thursday
lican, conveition. .Included: was Rainfall Tuesday .1.2
ton contractors.
ior Scout activities Wednesday, Highway Department to dig the
••••••
night for Jaycee members.
E. G. Hillyarl, Princeton, alterRainfall Tuesday was 1.2 inchnecessary trench along t h c
Dec.
Ray Blackburn has been elect29, at Gilbertsville Dam.
Jaycees
The
plan
to
frehave
nate.
es plus .61 inches which fell ed
right-of-way for laying a sewer
Sunday School superintendRepresentatives
from
three
of
quent showings of movies,. parMay 13. Cal well county's tax Tuesday night, A. M. Harvill, of- ent for 1949.
Kentucky's councils were at the line to the hospital, Mr. SbnOthers elected are Class Of 1917 Wins
ticularly of sports, of interest
recorder, said Aubrey
assessment w announced to be ficial weather
mons said, and it is hoped to
meeting.
Litchfield, assistant suto young men, J. H. Presler, secthe lowest in e state by Reve- Wednesday. Previous fall for
perintendent; Mrs. Ruble Ak- Cup For Highest
Pi
House
Will
for next summer include make the necessary arrangeBe
Asked
retary,
'said.
nue Commi i ner H. Clyde the
month
was .22, giving ridge, secretary;
a boat trip on Kentucky Lake ments for this work to proceed
Mrs Dave Per- Percentage Present
Thursday night visitors were To Fix Price Supports
Reeves.
Princeton a fall of 2.03 inches kins, treasurer;
Russell Goodaker, principal of Merle Drain, Gene Croft and
and a visit to a ranch in the in the near future.
Mrs. Euclid
May 20. Caldwell county's for the first four days of Jan"Of course, we must give
At 90 Percent
Quertermous, pianist; Mrs. Char- Eastside Grade School, was Herbert Scott.
Rocky Mountani section of New
share of the annual $5,000,000 uary.
Washington—RP—A bi-parti- Mexico. The boat
evidence to State and Federal
les Quertermous, assistant pian- elected
president of
Butler
trip,
schedstate-aid fund was announced to
san drive developed in the uled June 2-5,
ist; Mrs. James Blackburn, teach- Alumni Association at a dinner Arm Broken In Fall
will be from hospital autorities that we have
be $30.804.80, and was to be
er of beginners class; Mrs. Noble meeting Wednesday night, Dec. ,James Tandy, Fourth grade House Tuesday to peg the price Turkey Creek through the locks the money to make good our
spent on nfainteriance of 134.4
Paris, junior; Mrs. Aubrey Litch- 29, at Butler High School. He pupil at Eastside, broke his arm supports of six basic farm crops of the dam. The western trip end of the deal, incident to obmiles of Qoitty roads.
at 90 percent of parity.
field, senior; Mrs. Allie Bugg, succeeds Dr. Elwood Cook.
will take about 16 days and taining grants of funds from
Tuesday when he tell while
Jure 3. Tte 1948 assessed valRep. Pace, (D.-Ga.) introduc- will be made by chartered
these sources, so vital to our proOthers elected were Jeannette playing football. He is the son
ladies, and J. D. Bugg, men.
bus.
uation of princeton property
Assistant teachers are Mrs. Talley, vice-president; Jean Mc- of Mr. and Mrs. Garland Tandy. ed a bill to repeal the new farm
Any boy 16 years old or older ject", Mr. Simmons said.
W5' a record12.3
law which permits these price is eligible for membership
"With the $100,000 bond issue,
Dave Perkins, beginners; Mrs. Dowell, secretary, and Marjorie
in
June 22. CI mins Joyce Keen- Rev. Hatler And Dr.
props to drop as low as 60 per- Senior Scouts,
Charles Baker, junior; Mrs. Ruth Stembridge, treasurer. They sucScoutmaster approximately $96,000 in pledMasters Ti Go To
er was chosen 4 1948 Beauty
cent, if surpluses accumulate. Croft said.
ges, at least $18,000 from the
Dunning, senior; Mrs. Smith ceed Beverly Martin, Mrs. Lois
Queen of Princeton Poet 5595, Louisville Meeting
The sliding price scale adopted
State and $90,000 from the U. S.
Lowery, ladies, and T. R. Ak- Pettit and Roberta Dalzeil, reVeterans of Foreign Wars.
by the 80th Congress is due to
Public Health Service, the fund
Rev. H. G. M. Hailer, pastor ridge, men.
spectively.
Vocational Chief Named
July 1. Princet
go into effect next year.
may be a little short of the
and Cald- of the First Baptist Church, and
The class of 1917 received the
Perfect attendance records for
well county scloo were to reSimultaneously, Rep. Conley To National Council Post
amount estimated by our archiDr. F. M. Masters will attend 1948 were achieved by Ray Baker cup for the largest perceive $e4,433.85 for educational
(D.-N.C.), who is due to head
Frankfort —W. H. Bakiree, tect, Sam C. Molloy, as necessary
the second Statewide Evangelis- Blackburn, Mrs. Euclid Querter- centage present. The classes of Second Princetonian
Purposes from the State.
the House agriculture committee, State director of vocatioal rehab- to build and equip our hospital",
tic Conference, Monday through mous, Sue Blackburn, Dean Ak- 1946 and 1947 tied for the cup To Head Westminster
July 3. Lenita Sue McC-onnell, Wednesday, at the Walnut Street
told reporters he wants the bas- ilitation, has been elected to the Mr. Simmons said. The Molloy
ridge, Donna Quertermous, M. S. awarded for the largest number Fellowship Group
3-year-old daughter of Mr. and
ic crops supported at 90 percent executive committee of I h e estimate is $304,000.
Baptist Church, Louisville.
Lowery, Mr. and Mrs. Noble of members present. The classes
David
Alexander
Cent
r
a,1
Mrs. Howard McConnell, was
provided farmers accept "reason- States' Vocational Rehabilitation
"But there is a chance we may
Speakers will include Dr. C. Paris, Linda Blackburn, June agreed that each would keep the Presbyterian Church,
was re- able" production controls
crowned "Little Miss West Ken- E. Matthews, director of evange- Perkins,
to pre- Council. Michael J. Shortly, di- obtain more than $18,000 from
Mrs. James Blackburn, cup six months.
cently elected moderator of the
tucky" and awarded a $50 prize lism, Southern Baptist Convenvent huge, price-depressing sur- rector of the Federal Security the State, if a suit now pending
After the potluck dinner there Westminster Fellowship of
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Akridge,
the pluses.
as winner of the Third District
Agency Office of Vocational Re- goes against the privately owned
tion; Dr. Roland Q. Leavell, Gary Blackburn, Mr. and Mrs. was group singing, and members Princeton Presbytery.
VFW baby contest, Madisonville.
The repeal move won immed- habilitation, announced his elec- hospitals which are seeking to
president, New Orleans Baptist Aubrer Litchfield, Mrs. Allie of the association furnished enis
the
He
second
moderator
to
July 8. Telephone poles and Theological Seminary; Dr. J. D.
iate support from Rep. Jensen tion today. Mr. Baldree is a share in State money recently
Bugg, Peggy Phelps, Wanda tertainment.
be chosen from the Princeton
overhead
wires along Main Grey, pastor, New 'Orleans, La.; Phelps, Marion T. Phelps, Billy
(R-Iowa) who said he favors a son-in-law of C. A. Woodall.
made available to aid hospitals
Church. Miss Betty Jo Linton
street were to be replaced by Dr. Robert
parity floor of "no less than 90
in Kentucky", the Chairman
E. Humphreys, First Phelps, Jerry Phelps, aye C. A. Woman's Club Members
served
last
year.
Guests At Eddyville.
.underground cables, R. C. Tuck, Baptist Church, Owensboro; Dr. Wilson.
percent" for the basic crops — Pollard To Assist In
stated. "We have been told we
Included in the Presbytery are wheat,
IOC al Southern Bell manager
Members of the Princeton
corn, cotton, tobacco, pea- Tilghman Evaluation
an- James A. Howard, secretary of
may get as much as $30,000 from
Average attendance for last
Fellowship
groups
at
Princeton,
nounced.
Woman's Club were guests of
nuts and rice.
C. T. Pollard, superintendent the State fund, and this would
evangelism, South Carolina. and year was 78.
Hopkinsville,
Mayfield
,
Padu'he Eddyville Club Wednesday
August 5. The Princeton Lum- Dr. Ramsey Pollard, Broadway
of city schools, will assist in the just about meet our needs", he
_
aftertoon. Guest speaker- was cah, Murray, Fredonia, Madison(Please turn to page four)
evaluation
of Tilghman High concluded.
Baptist Church, Knoxville, Term. Clyde Watson Named
Murray,
Eastern
To
Mrs Joe Page, president of ville, Sturgis, and four churches
School, Paducah, by the SouthTuesday night will be lay- Chapman's Assistant
Approximately $05.000 of the
in
the
Marion
parish.
Play
Saturday
Kerjucky
Night
Federation of Won,
Garden Club Officers
ern Association Sunday through $96,000 pledged in the fund raisman's night at the conference.
Washinoton—AP—Clyde WatThe
Wdstminster
usual
FelEastern
To Re Chosen Tonight
en'!. Clubs.
and Murray, each
ednesday, Jan. 9-12.
ing campaign conducted last
son, associate editor of the Owlowship Mid-Winter Convocation holding a single basketball loss
Officers of the Princeton Rose Ill
year has been paid in to date.
Messenger and Inquirensboro
At
Jennie
Stuart
r.
and
Mrs.
Harold
A.
will not be held this year be- this season, clash in AS favorand Garden Club will be elected
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Rat- )4r. Simmons sakl.
Gener Oliver, Cadiz street, er, AS named administrative asutman, Jericho, S. C., snag cause of lack of facilities at Cen- ttnt tilt at Murray Saturday
at the January meeting, 7
lift and two children, of Louis- ,
Princeton, is Ill in the Jennie sistant to Senator Chapman (D.- U'e holidays with her
parents: tre College, Danville, the Rev. night highlighting play
o'clock, Jan. 6, in the George Stuart
this ville, ispent the holidays with • Miss Dorothy Lee
Memorial Barletta', Hop- KY) Tuesday The position pays 13'. and Mrs. L T. Sholar, and
Asher was
David W. Sent/herr, pastor of week in the Ohio Valley ConCoon Library.
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Roy a visitor In Dyersburg, Tenn.,
kinsvllle.
$10,300
family, Hook Meanie Road.
Central Presbyterian, said.
ference.
•
Rowland and Mrs. J. H. Ratliff. last •• 0
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Board Chairman
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Each January people all over the nation are asked to contribute to March of
. Dimes campaigns.
Each year they read statistics on infantile paralysis—the number of cases
and the amount of money spent for cure,
by county, by state and in the nation.
They learn how much is expended in
studying the disease with the hope of
finding some way to prevent it.
Statistics don't mean anything to a
child who has infantile paralysis. All he
wants to know is whether he will ever be
able to run and play as he used to do.
Statistics are forgotten when parents
• stand helplessly watching skilled hands
work with tiny pain-drawn bodies.

1 b
Y,

875
IL
I' Resolutions
irr.0,
IS cents r.
ely to thr ,ree for republlt cORIAL ASSOCIATION

Statistics won't mean anything to you
if your child has infantile paralysis. All
you worry about is whether there is a
hospital bed and trained aid, whether the
best in medical knowledge is at your command.
The only way you can insure that aid is
by giVring now as much as you possibly
can to the March of Dimes. It is this money, given by the ever-generous people of
the United States, which means your
child will have a chance, a good chance, of
recovering completely from polio.
And for whatever you give, a penny or
hundreds of dollars. the children thank
you.

Would America Collapse?
Some wag once said that if we should
suddenly do away with all advertising in
the United States, our civilization would
immediately collapse. This statement contains more truth than is first apparent.
There are those who refuse to see the importance of advertising in the economic
life of the nation. Moreover, there are
those who have singled out this phase of
trade and industry for strong criticism.
Civilization today would collapse if it
were not bolstered up by American advertising. Today the rest of the world depends upon American production. Yet, too
few people recognize that this nation's
great productive capacity could not have
been built up without advertising. Again,
there are too few people who correctly
see advertising as the bulwark of American economic freedom. Advertising is the
golden key that has unlocked the door to
plenty for us all.
Oilr world-renowned standards of living were achieved because we found out
how to produce in volume; bath-tubs.
, cars, radios, clothing, food. We learned
'how to make wise use of the human resources of work and brain-power. We
learned to harness water-power, steam,
oil, gas, and all the others. We created
machinery to do most of our hard work.
We learned the value of tools. In brief,
we have made our factories hum.
But is that all? By no means. The Socialist schemers have failed to evaluate
their old slogan, "production for use", in
the light of America's vast economy. Not
only did we learn to produce, we have
learned to use. Americans are the world's
greatest producers, and also the world's
greatest u s e r s. Only 7 percent of the
world's population, we own 70 percent of
thb world's automobiles, 37 percent of the
railroads, 50 percent of the telephones.
There's more to it than just production.

Ask any manufacturer, and he'll tell you
that the heart of his outfit is his sales
force. The fellows who sell and distribute
goods represent the other half of our
great mass production system. Your high
production is fine, but it would do no
good unless the products are placed in the
hands of consumers. Continued high output lowers the price. Get the picture?
Selling and distribution simply could
not do the job without advertising. Advertising not only sells goods, it always
helps measurably to lower prices and to
increase quality. When electric refrigerators were first sold only a few thousand
were made, and it took $600 or more to
buy one. But, during fifteen years of advertising millions were sold, the price
came down to a fourth of the original
price, and the quality was improved
greatly.
Socialists and Communists have had
some success in attacking this part of
American economic life. A few years ago
a survey of 5,000 consumers found that
72 percent of those interviewed believed
advertising increased costs to the consumer. Among high school teachers, this figure reached 82 percent. Another survey,
answered by 3,174 students in 33 colleges,
revealed that 12 percent considered advertising an economic waste.
It is high time we waked up to the
economic facts-of-life! Good and wise advertising is a vital part of free competitive enterprise. Naturally, advertising
would be unnecessary in a dictatorship.
The dictator could simply tell the people
what to eat, wear, and enjoy. He would
also tell them 'what they could not have.
Under a system that permits no advertising, we would have two choices: a lower
standard of living or a dictatorship.
(By George S. Benson, President,
Harding College, Searcy, Ark)

One resolution I have made,
and try always to keep, is this:
-To rise above little things"
—John Burroughs
• •
As I get older It seems to me
friends are more helpful; and
during the holiday season just
ended, more than ever before,
all of us at our house had reason to be grateful for and appreciative of our many good
friends. May you all have a wonderful 1949.
• • •
turtle-neck
Jackie has a
sweat shirt and a leather cap
vhiich delight him so that he
would sleep in 'em if allowed;
while David is cursed with
knickers he won't wear except
under pressure. When I was a
youngster, I wore a stocking cap
only under dire threats . . . but
our kids will wear nothing else,
evon when weather is mild.
• • •
Numerous old friends throughout Kentucky will be Pleased to
know that Gus Robbins, for
years editor-publisher of the
Hickman Courier, down in Fulton county, has gone daily with
his Hopewell, Virginia, News.
Gus is a grand fellow . . . and
a demonstrated success in the
small town newspaper business.
He is a past president of the
KPA and was twice honored by
being chosen president of the
Virginia Press Association.
• • •
C. B. Vick has gone to Fort
Henry, Tenn., where, he says,
he will hunt and fish the next
three or four months. Mr. Vick
says he never did any fishing
until just recently, now is a devoted Nimrod. He says the biggest fish he has caught was a
12-pound cat . . . plenty lar6e
io drag into a b--iat.
• • •
"It's the spirit that counts and
never before has the spirit of
Kiwanis in Princeton been so
fine as during 1948", was the
splendid tribute paid to the
club's out-going president, J. B.
Lester, at last week's meeting,
when the new officers ware inducted. J. B., by his own deep
interest and high purpose, set
a fine example which paid off
for this oldest of all Princeton
civic clubs last year.
• • •
T h e philosophy
expressed
herewith
would help states,
counties, cities, towns . . . and
individuals, if applied: Here's
an old thought for the New
Year which maybe you'll want
to slip under the glass on your
desk: Every time you need a
helping hand, look first at the
end of your own arm. (Rotary
Magazine)

,ile will
In our
ever amount to very much without a calliope, though apparently this year's inaugural parade is
going to get along very well
without an elephant. (Tom UnLexington
the
in
derwood
Herald)
.
• • •
When the evening meal is over
and the dishes put away,
And you settle down to store
your mind with happenin's of
the day,
Comes a peaceful feelin' o'er
you, brushing from your face
a frown
As you scan the weekly paper
from your ole home town.
It tells you all about who's sick,
an' those that come and go,
Likewise the comm n' vendee at
the farm of Jabez Stowe.
The burnin' of the cider-mill belonging to Hub Brown,
Guts a write-up in the paper
from your ole hon,e town.
There ain't an entertainment or
a meetin' where they pray,
But what I know about it tho'
I'm livin' far away.
If the chicken pox is ragin' or
the mumps is goin' round,
I peruse it in the paper from my
old home town.
I read the mornin' papers and
the evenin' papers, too.
An' I sometimes pick a novel up
and sort 'er skim it through,
But when I want some good
news that nowhere else is
faun',
I unwrap the paper from my
Ex.
ole home town.
• • •
The New International Harvester home, on West Main
street, appears about ready to
open fir business . . . a nd is
another fine, modern business
house of which the community
may well be proud. The imple.
ment and automobile dealers
have made a major contribu.
tion during the last year to improvement of Princeton, evidencing great "faith in the community's future.
• • •
David, who attended Nancy
Taylor's birthday party right
before Christmas, said he is
mighty glad he isn't Nancy . . .
as people would sent presents
with cards reading Happy Birthday and Merry Christmas.
• ..
After a gay and festive holiday season, our neighborhood is
sedate and dull these days, with
Betty Jiv, Joann, the Taylor
boys, Bainey and Larry back at
their schos and colleges. It goes
without saying, homes are quiet
to the point of tedium. Ho hum;
and now for the Christmas
books, waiting two weeks to be
read.

y wood county, North Corolla'. has 72 mountain peaks
The drain rate from tobercu- 1041 than 5,000 feet high.
than
lusts in Massachusetts less
•
450 Egtleft for four days In a
nearly
a century ago was
warslu t e or kitchen lose as
a 100,000 population.
much reshnesa" as eggs kept
Nanking has been the seat of for kevil weeks in the relrles•
China's government eight times. erator covered container.

Speeders caught d,
miles an hour in Non!,
automatically forfeit theii
era' license for six months.
•
Since 1900 total life ins.'
owned in the United Stat
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Now Enjoy

Princeton. K

Extension Telephone Convenien
in any room in your house

RED

An extension telephone saves time, efelse
and trouble. It improves your service and
makes your telephone more valuable by
increasing its usefulness. Extension tfle-

ALL OUR WIN
REM)

phones can now be installed in homes at
small cost. You don't need to write or
to the office. Just call our Busini -s
CONVENIENT IN ME KITCHEN
An extension telephone in the kitchen
makes your household nit, more smoothly
—keeps you from missing important calls.

Orders for milts telephoto, serva,are
times delayed because of shonages of c,.
Oleo and other equipment, whi,,h ay,
intolred in the installation of extension
phones. That's why you can flow get
telephones, though there moo still be
Us furnishing main telephone seryie
,

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
liscorpersted

DRESSES, 5
SWEATE1
Two Dresses
Price
See them today and m
various sizes and •

—Kentucky On The March

By Ewing Galloway
,
Stay in Kentucky, young man. That
means young women, too, of course. I
couldn't use seven words and make a
good job of paraphrasing the slogan popularized by Horace Greely.
Greely's line was a bugle call when the
great empire west of the Mississippi River was being developed. Now "there are
no frontiers away off yonder toward the
the Pacific Ocean. Opportunity ha§ ceas.edAo_be a matter of geography, as it wag
meant in the '19th century. Nowadays
frontiers are anywhere you choose to dig
in and try new achievements or correct
wrongs committed against nature by our
erring ancestors.
Under the line "Go South, Young
Man", Louis Bromfield, popular novelist
and the nation's foremost exponent of
soil conservation, writes forcefully and
eloquently in the November Atlantic
Monthly about the Deep South. If you
haven't read Bromfield's article you can
find it in the nearest public library. Kentucky is omitted from the story vecause
it is on the border, but in general the article fits our state about as well as Georgia or Mississippi.
I like my own catchline, "Stay In Kentucky, Young Man", and I may Write half
a dozen articles under it in 1949.
'A young neighbor of mine settled this
year on a run-down farm of 160 acres.
Depleted soil. Sharecropped 'for a quarter
of a century. If you know about abuse of
land, I don't have to IN into all the details. The farm will he limed, given the
right kind of chemical fertilizers, and
legumes will be grown as often as a practical progress will permit. Livestock will
grace the fields and leave on them nature's best fertilizer, at the same time
returning a profit while building the soil.
The residence has been done over, modernized, and barns and outhouses are to
get similar treatment.
A mile up the lane two young men,

County Agent
Column

teamed with their father, a very capable
all-round farmer, are going into the sixth
year on a farm reclamation job. They
tackled 325 acres when the soil had taken 25 years of panishment. They paid
down about half the purchase price. Now
they are harvesting fine grain and tobacco crops off about one-third of it each
year and rebuilding the rest alternately
with lime, fertilizers and legumes. Early
in 1947 they paid off the last land note.
The land cost them $60 an acre. You
couldn't buy it today for $1-50 an acre.
The trio followed closely the same pattern I have been following for 12 years.
in two more years they will have accomplished as much an acre as I did in a
dozen years.
I know a youngster who, upon finishing his internship in a big. hospital, settled in a small Kentucky town, bought
himself a jeep to navigate mud roads and
set out to be a country doctor. Ten years
of hustling, at the same time learning
from books as well as from general prac.
tice, will make him a veteran all-round
physician when he is -well under 40.
I know a dozen young lawyers who are
determined to make carers in their own
home counties. They sense a wonderful
change that is taking place in Kentucky.
They are counting on industrittl development as well as a renaissance in agriculture.
Young men are learning retail trade.
They are confident they can succeed as
independent merchants.
Better pay outside the State has been
luring thousands of our young women
to jobs all over the Nation. Now pay
and working conditions for young women
in Kentucky are improving. This is noticeable, particularly in teachers' salaries.
While working with the Committee for
Kentucky three years I have acquired a
new slant on the state of my birth. It
really is on the march toward greater,
better things.

Sula and

ERE'S one army you'll be tickled to
H
death to sign up with—and for a good,
long

hitch at that.
It's the growing band of happy folks who
are stepping out in tidy new 1949 Buicks —
and they've got plenty to sound off about.
Mobility for instance. All the life and zing of
big Fireball power plants, cradled to velvet
smoothness on Hi-Poised engine mountings.
Silk-smooth operation on city street or open
highway through the near-magic of Dynaflow
Drive,t available now on the Buick SUPER
as well as the ROADMASTER.
Easy-going ground coverage from soft coil
springs and pillowy big tires on oversize rims.
And what a wonderful outlook you find
ni n4,
444 04 sem COO on SUPER mor/444s.
i S,onArd on ROADMASTR, ,
When bviler nestront.oblion

sure

boon

here!Through broad, high, full-curving yt
shields that really let you see.

TODAY'S
DELIVERED PRICrES
INCLUDING RADIO, UNISERREAT
HEATER, DIEROSTER, WINDMILD
WASHER, BaCK.UP LIONTILe-AND
DYNALLOW DIRVII ON It ADEAti,stER
MODELS.

Through deep, airy side windows that send
the whole countryside passing in review —
through wide, one-piece rear windows that
make parking and ,backing much easier.
Statistically, the fact is that 4-door Sedans
have 22% more glass area than before. Practically, the thing to do is sit in one of these
beauties—and note how beautifully you can
see the world.
Note, while you're at it,'-the figures on
your dealer's price tags. Even they are part
of a mighty happy picture that rflitkes it advisable to get your order
in without delay.
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Calves, Pigs Fed
By Negro 4-H'ers

America Through
German Eyes

Improving Land
Paid These Men

Fifteen Negro 4-H club mem.
bers in Logan and Simpson
counties are feeding bed calves
Stuttgart--AP—"01 all citie
As proof that it pays to imof the world New York has
for
Mabry
next
year's
A.
shows
prove farm land, MdElya Bros.
and
R.
By
sales.
Placed, on feed early in Decem- busiest harbor, the lung,
of the High Point neighborhood
ber, the calves weighed 400 to street, the highest buildings In (McCracken county can point
and the fewest lavatories." This
The following information is 570 pounds.
to their record on tobacco, tocontinuation of excerpts from
Each club member in the pro- statement comes from Josef Ebmatoes and pasture for 1948.
Out- ject was required by County erle, editor of the American liTheir three-acre Burley crop
the "Kentucky Agricultural
Agent Bennett K. Brown to have censed "Stuttgarter Zeitung."
produced 6,850 pounds of good
look for 1949't as prepared in
suitable stalls, plenty of feed Eberle just returned from a tw
tobacco on land that was averDepartthe
by
1948,
December,
and pasture, and to have been a months' study trip through th
age a few years ago. The tobac
United States and tells his read
lent of Markets and -Rural Fi- 4-H'er at least three years.
aril
Agriculture
of
College
Cora Mitchell, an ivy, that will
impressed
him,
•:inee,
In the same counties, 4-H era how America
cling to and adorn the wall that
"We had some dollars in ou
time Economics, University of club members 10 to 13 years
old
supports it.
ntucky.
are feeding 18 pigs for shows pockets when we walked alo
• • •
New York's streets for the firs
Net income from dairying in and sales.
Nora O'Hara, a wood- nymph,
time and we felt like childre
A) will probably be about the
graceful as a water lily, bewitchime as in 1948. Prices of milk diture for national defense and at a fair who think they ca
ing as a Psyche and beautiful as
ad dairy products may average foreign aid. A cut-back in these buy eVerything with thel
a Houri.
.inewhat lower, but lower pri- programs could reduce demand plennings", Eberle related.
• • •
greater
by
slightly
the
latter
and
part
here—isn't
of
feed
"This
hat
it
mar1949.
cd
'Misses Jacobs—three graces—
Distribution of the national velous? And this grey suit
ilk production wit maintain a
lively, beautiful and affectionate
igh level of income from dair- uses of milk in 1949 is expected only forty dollars. And whiskey
Beware of them, boys, or you
to be similar to 1948, when about and ties and bananas and Ny
products.
will be lured to a proposal.
Consumption of fluid milk and 77 percent of the milk marketed Ions and radio sets and. . . FinLula Terry, a will-o-whisp,
her dairy products is expect- was urged as whole milk. About ally we bought some Frank
• • •
long
52
levels
so
high
percent
at
of
all
plenty
furters
stay
of
with
mustard
milk
was
conto
shining
with a
dazzling
employment
high
and
sumed
as
fluid
"New
York is one single su
milk and cream.
full
light, luring admirers on, but
reprevail.
industry
No
In 1948 per-capita consumption perlative", Eberle wrote, "an
ges in
always receding.
• W NPIII ,2U00 DA
g year-o
nny
tion in consumer income or of fluid milk was 390 pounds, a no wonder that we could se
disptiss
hig smile as he plays with his Christmas toys in his
ckening in demand is appar- decline of 42 pounds since 1946. "The longest cigar of t h
Indianapolis, Ind., home after being awarded damages of $22,500
for dairy products in the However, the decreased consum- world" and a few hundred from Gene Autry, cowboy
movie star, and other defendants in a
ediate future. A major Ion- ption has been offset largely by yards further down street the law
suit. Johnny spent seven months in a hospital as a result of
me uncertainty in this increased fluid milk prices. The newest new car."
burns suffered when his Gene Autry caught fire. (AP Wirephoto)
high level of fluid milk prices
The
etion is the size of
Stuttgart editor said,
is likely to continue through the however, that those superlatives
first part of 1949, but unless pri- have their disadvanages, too.
ces of butter and other manu"For instance, the thickest
factured products strengthen ma- traffic. I had a date somewhere
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
terially from present
levels in the city and I would have
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
Ligon Truck Line ,here wil. likely be sime correc- been fifteen minutes late if
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twicetion to bring fluid milk prices taken the subway. So I hired
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
Contact
more nearly in line with manu taki cab, spent ten times as feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reJAMES D MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky. iactured milk values by neNt much money—and was one hour porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Oat 891
late," Eberle related.
October 11, 1927. The feather
Lillie McGoodwin, a sunbeam,
Stitch Club met with Charlotte glancing hither and thither,
summer.
The pattern of demand for Jones on Highland Avenue, Sat- bringing sunshine and happiness
dairy products other than flui urday morning from 9:30 to 11 wherever she goes.
• • •
milk is expected to be much like o'clock. Members present were
Mollie Tomlinson, a stately
that for 1948. Butter faces strong Laura Kevil, Mary Lillian Cumswan, gliding gracefully and secompetition from margarine, mins, Mary and Belva Jones,
renely o'er the lake of time
which is made from ingredients Dorothy Wood Brown, Cathleen
wishing no happier lot.
whose supply is abundant a and Blanche Marie Sliced. 'Ice
prices lower than prevailed in cream and cake were served and
Mamie Dudley, *a lily of the
1948. The quantities of cheese the meeting adjourned to meet valley, modestly opening its petand evaporated milk taken by the 8th of October, with Doro- als to the sunbeams, yet blushthe domestic market are not like- thy Wood Brown, on Green ing when kissed by the dew.
ly to change much during 1949, Street,
and except for dried skimmilk
• • •
powder, exports are not expectOctober 11, 1927. Mrs. Elmer
ed to expand. There may, how- udor has returned from a
ever, be some shifting in th pleasant trip to Detroit, Mich.,
manufacturing and fluid uses where she was the guest of her
depending on price relationship father, Ed Bright, who is embetween products.
ployed in that city.
Despite the competion from in• • •
dustry and other livestock enOctober 14, 1927. Mrs. J. N.
terprises, dairying remains on - Brewer, whose charming hospiof the most stable and remun- tality makes her one of Princeerative farm enterprises, one ton's most popular and admired
which offers a profitable market matrons, pleasantly entertained
for pasture and roughage crops the Tuesday Evening Bridge
entific reason for every decision
Its improved profit position an club with a six o'clock dinner.
• • •
stability as a source of income
your dbctor makes. He is guided
The spacious Brewer apartfavors a continued expansion of
in his opinions by the conclusions
thents were made beautiful with
this enterprise in Kentucky.
autumn flowers, that were
of authorities in the field of medgrown in the garden of Mrs.
Mildred Jones.
icine. Even though you have had
e them today and make your selection while
• • •
Mrs. Sallie Powell Catlett was
no recent occasion to consult a physician, it is well
various sizes and colors are available.
the fortunate winner of high
to have one in mind. Pay him a visit. Then when
score prize and Mrs. Koltinsky
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
was given a dainty consolation
you need him he will be better prepared to caro l
it goes right to the seat of the trouble prize.
Mrs. Meader of Memphis,
to help loosen and expel germ laden
for you properly. When your doctor gives you
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and a welcome guest,' assisted t h e
heel raw, tender, inflamed bronchial hostess in serving the delightful
prescription, bring it to us to be filled. We Sri
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist dinner. The guest list included
m sell you a bouts of Creomulsion Mesdames
Meader,
of Memphis;
Prescription specialists.
with the understanding you must like
the way It quickly allays the cough Sallie P. Catlett, A Koltinsky,
or you are to have your money back. Chas. A. Lander, Roy Withers,
Emmett Jackson, W. L. Cash, Allison Akin, A. S. Neel.
• • •
October 14, 1927. Looking
Backward column quoted from
an old file "Pen Portraits of
Princeton Young Ladies." Each
week The Leader will publish a
few, of these .portraits,

co followed a good cover crop,
iiic MeElya farm; yet
It was well fertilized, the plant four years ago the pasture land
bed was treated with bluestone- was practically worthless. It was
lime and the crop was primed low, marshy and partly covered
once.
with scrub oaks. After clearing
Earlier in the year, these it off, Mr. Malys' did some
farmers produced $2,000 worth simple drainage, limed it and
of tomatoes on an acre of seeded it to redtop, ladino clover
ground.
lespedeza and fescue. On other
One of the best pastures in parts of the farm, Ky. 31 fescue
the county, according to Farm and ladino clover were grown
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Plus! For Lath!
"FISHERMAN'S
NIGHTMARE"

News From The Past

Your Doctor Flacks
Every Decision tvith Facts

DRESSES, SUITS, COATS,
SWEATERS, SKIRTS

SATURDAY, JAN. 8
Roaring Saga of the Texas Panhandle!

ALSO

TOM & JERRY CARTOON IN COLOR
No 9"FRANK AND JESSE JAMES

SUN. & MON., JAN. 9-10
\'\

64-4-4

MY ACH1NC FEET!
64-4-4
YOUR ACHING SIDES!

Two Dresses For Almost The
Price Of One!

Beware Coughs
From Common Colds
That HANG ON
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JOHN DEERE

Hillary Brooke • Adele lergens • Trudy Marshall
Added Joy!
Musical Featurette
"KING OF CARNIVAL"
In Technicolor
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Eliitinates Lever Lifting and Rope Tugging!
—in the greatest wild
animal show on
the screen!
o'CLINK
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PACkiitive

Di.tetrid by
CLYDE E. ILUOTT
FEATURE! U. S. Secret Service In Action!
MM.........immoimmmmmmMMMmmMMMMMMM.

. Regulates Integral and Drawn Equipment
There's no reaching for hand lift levers
... no lifting and lowering by hand..., no
tugging on ropes when you operate a John
Deere tractor equipped with the sensational
new John Deere Hydraulic Powr-Trol.

ISIMMIMMM..... MOM.1111.711........111111MOMMIMM,Mis

Drawn implements—plows, drills, mowers, combines, corn pickers, etc.—are raised
and lowered or set in any desired position
...disk harrows are angled and straightened
... without stopping the tractor or slowing
down, at a touch of your hand on a con-

veniens Pever. Safe, positive, hydraulic
power does the job through a remote cylinder which attaches on the implement.
Integral equipment is raised, lowered,
and regulated from the rock shaft in the
same manner and by the same lever.
The new John Deere Powr-Trol means
easier, faster, better work on every
job—and it's an exclusive John Deere
feature. Stop in and let us tell you more
about it.

Jill 1111011 • MIL MIME{ • Hal 11E11110111

THUR. & FRI., JAN. 13-14

NOW AT POPULAR PRICES
Academy Award Winner! . . . The Screen's
Most Distinguished Motion Picture!

WeRNA

POWR-TROL

esesothew John Deere. FIRST
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Page Four
Eastside Juniors
Officers of Eastside Juniors
4-H Club for the coming year
are Herbert Wayne Elder, pies!'dent; Nancy Williamson, vicepresident; Carolyn Adams, secretary; Poppy Pickering, editor,
and Bobby Ann Coleman, song
leader.
Project leaders are To
Farmer, baby beef; Martha Sue
Pool, canning; Wanda Alexan-

der, dairy; Poppy Pickering,
clothing; Sandra Wisdom, foods;
Bobby Ann Coleman, swine;
Joan Sims, tobacco and corn;
Herbert Elder, garden; Billy
Robert, other home economics
projects, and Patsy Nesmith,
other agricultural projects.
The Juniors meet the first
Monday of each month.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Condensed Report of Co,ndition

Rococo, a term used to describe a type of European art
which began early in the 18th Mrs. Roberta McChesney
Century, is derived from the
Funeral services for Mrs. RoFrench word, rocailles, which berta Orange McChesney, wha
and
grottoes
designated artificial
died at her home on the Dawrock arrangements of the gar- son-Princetiim Highway January
dens at Versailles.
1 after an illness of 5 Years,
were held at the home JanOne adult in five today is enuary 3.
processing
producing,
gaged in
Born October 20, 1872, Mrs.
and distributing food; 150 years McChesney was a daughter of
ago nine out of 10 were.
the late Andrew M. and Elizabeth Orange. She was reared in
the Scottsburg community.
Survivors are her husband,
Mr. Jack McChesney; two daughters, Mrs. Bill Cotton and Mrs.
Mary Eli, Dawson Springs; two
sons, Chesley, Chicago, Ill., and
James, Dawson Springs; two
of
brothers, James A. Orange, Hopkinsville, and M. L. Orange,
Princeton, and several grandchildren,
Burial was in Rosedale Cemetery, Dawson Springs.
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Deaths & Funerals

REQUEST FOR BIDS
,
ies
ea
mius
Aa
0

FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

Capital Stock ..
Surplus
Unallocated Reserves
Undivided Profits
Semi-Annual Dividend
(regular)
Extra Dividend (payable
1-15-49)
Deposits

$1,033,479.16
& Due from Banks
1,168,000.00
U. S. Government Bonds
416,371.17
Other Bonds & Securities..
1,035,474 17
Loans and Discounts
1 00
Banking House
1.00
Furniture & Fixtures
952 40
Overdrafts

$

3,375.00
4,500.00
3,417,510.72

$3,654,278.90

$3,654,278.90

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

'HEE

49c SIZE

triEr
• New JERGENS
r
fR--LiQuid Crea'iti SHAMPOO

MGM JE
WITH PURCHASE $L00 SIZE

JERGENS
LOTION

8

$1.49 value

SHAMPOO i

owe•

$1.49

14111111
JEIGENS
LOTION
‘,1

BOTH
FOR

ems oa

•Soo pothog• for hIonoy - Boca
CPOOfMOOS Otter

The

NEW

75,000.00
75,000.00
75,000.00
3,893.18

Cream -Typo

Make-Up
stick form

in unique

it* Stii
•P.,,Inodomorkl
stomas AMA hoot Hollywood
Crum-Typo MOSt•-Up

As easy to use as a lipstick!
Creates a flawless complexion
instantly... mira,ulously. Lovelier iii
every way...smoother,finer
rexture,quicker,easier! You'll love n!

fla/zTgemt*
$1." JERGENS LOTION with
29( DRYAD DEODORANT

FREE*
The lotion has long been a family favorite. The
very best for hand care, it's also a grand
powder base, a delightful all-over skin softener
and smoother. Dryad, a new, more effective
underarm deodorant, remains creamy to the
lost. It may be used with perfect safety, is not
harmful to fine fabrics. For a daintier, lovelier
you ... get

this $1.29 value

the construction of the Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital at
Princeton, Kentucky will be available for distribution to general
contractors by Sam C. Molloy, Architect and Engineer, 710 Repub

John J. Metcalfe, 80-year-old
former mayor of Hopkinsville
and for many years a resident
of that city, died at his home
in Miami, Fla., 11 a.m. New
Year's Day after a protracted
illness.
The body isIseing returned to
Hopkinsville for burial and is
expected to arrive there at 7:32
Wednesday night.
In 1899 he married the late
Miss Willie Barr, of Princeton,
who died a few years later.

lic Building, Louisville, Kentucky.
Bids are requested on the following divisions of work:

1. General Construction
2. Heating and Plumbing
3. Electric Work
4. Elevator Equipment
5. Kitchen Equipment
6. Sterilizing Equipment

News Of Homefolks

(Continued from Page One)
ber Company was awarded the
contract to construct the n e w
Bidders desiring plans and specifications for the purpose of
and modern home here of the
Southern Bell Telephone a n d
submitting bids on the various divisions of work as listed are to comTelegraph Company.
August 7. Thomas W. Jones,
municate with the Architect and Engineer and request the Architect
Fredonia, was awarded a State
annual
the
at
Degree
Farmer
to supply necessary plans and specifications.
convention of the Kentucky AsNo deposit for plans and specifications will be required. As
sociation of Future Farmers of
America, Louisville.
stated in the Invitation For Bids the Contractor shall return at his
September 2. First two days
of peacetime draft registration
own expense, direct to the Architect, all plans and specifications
saw 143 Caldwell countians report.
used for bidding purposes within five (5) days after the date of bid
September 7. Elementary
submission.
grades enrolled 629 pupils, Butler High 510.
Bids will be opened by the Owner, The Caldwell County Fiscal
September 23. Plans were being made for constructing 68 adCourt, at a Public letting at 2 P. M. on the 8th day of February 1949.
ditional miles of REA lines.
October 7. Caldwell county
Witneas my hand and seal of office, this the 3rd., day of Janlost 1,383 in population f rom 1 '
1940 to 1848.
uary, 1949.
October 9. Betty Jo Lester I
CLYDE 0. WOOD,
w a s selected Farm Bureau
Queen to represent Caldwell
ATTEST:
Judge, Caldwell County Court,
county in the district contest
PHILIP
Caldwell Fiscal Court.
Judge,
,
STEVENS,
October 19.
Clerk, Caldwell County Court,
November 2. Truman won.
November 15. A water softenClerk, Caldwell Fiscal Court.
ing and filtration addition to
apparPrinceton's 'waterworks
ently assured in in the near future when the City Council votI... 1.11111.11111.1111111S.
mlieryel.“1.1111.1.4114 OM
I no non r
noo •
to
Moreno. ....
'PlIMPOPINMPPIOOMPO
ed to issue revenue bonds for
Worship, 1046
Morning
this purpose.
December 9. A merger of. clock.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
county and city school systems
was recommended by U. K. ex- 6 o'clock.
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock.
perts.
Dec. 24. An all-time buying
Iceland is one of the most
record for Christmas was markvolcanic regions of the earth,
ed in Princeton stores.
with activity continuous from
the formation of the island until the present.
• • •
OGDEN MEMORIAL
The Romance languages inSummers Brinson, Pastor
clude Portuguese, Sapnish, ProDuring the next 4 years t h e vencal, French, Italian and RoMethodists of the wprld will manian.
• • •
move forward unitedly in the
Ants, bees, wasps, saw flies,
Advance of Christ and His
are all members of the same inChurch.
The quadrennial movement sect family: hyznenoptera.
has two objectives: (1) a teachRob Roy, Scottish outlaw, was
ing and preaching endeavor in
was
which Methodists may achieve a born a Maogregor, but
of his red
deeper understanding of and named Roy because
the surname
committmenit to our faith, our hair-and adopted
ministry, and our mission, and of Campbell.
(2) a world-wide advance in
which Methodists may share in
a ministry of relief and in carcoJIrth, haSp for
rying the Gospel of Christ to w▪ises end palm of Rheumallam
Arthritis.
loortgib Lumbago. Sciatica, or Neuralgta Tr)
the peoples of the world.
Works through tha blood, Tint doge
Let each Methodist prepare to Stamint
wily Porto alleviating pain so moo ran
r mlorlablg.
Values to $16.95
park, enloy lifir and almp more, ,
respond to this high challenge. •
itossibsd at druggiat today Quick, min,
Church School, 9:45 o'clock.
globs satialaartiola Of mon.. 1.1,

PRINCETON SHOE CO'S

January Clearance

SAGOINLE
G

NO*

Men's Women's and Children's Hi-Grade Footwear Now On Sale at Greatly Reduced Prices!

FLORSHEIM'S

FREEMAN AND CROSBY SQUARE
Values to $12.95

FOR SALE!

PARKWAY OXFORDS
Values to $8.95

Nine room dwelling on East Green Street. Also
3 lots. Was $8,000 now $6,500.

•TOUS MONS./ SACK GUASANTSICil
omoadoly
Ma logo. loam ko loo Id wool.. pm
MM..,./mew
www. or a. knon labs MM. is
MN ao
onto
wen.
yowled
or/
Oloo
22,
ComenocOmi.m.
701.4 MAD D/01201tAhlt AS VOA Mr 01111
alloarl.

Three room frame dwelling on Dawson Road just
outside city limits. $1,900.
Four room dwelling, bath, furnace, and four lots
on Dollar Street. $4,750.

WOOD DRUG STORE

C. A. Woodall
13

Pheme 54

Main SI

A*et..iviievamiwiestvuoialeetiveora.Nonn'IMABBilIntaBallita~101114611141*,:

•

• v7hr,,

Now $13.95
Now $8.95
Now $5.95

FOR WOMEN
Now $4.95
KID AND CALF PUMPS,TIES,STRAPS
Now $5.95
CASUALS--Values to $8.95
Now $4.95
ALL SUEDE SHOES--Values to $12.95

Made by Paradise, Selby, Charm Step

Made by Selby, Vitality, Charm Step
Values to $11.95

By Easy-Goer, Penaljo, Connie

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
Phone 611

FOR MEN

Arthritis Pain

PLUS TAX'

1 stood theta.',
r
Some crf
Give to my rn
iezgiarlbiitehitang:
tuEthIrrle
Tolhe

Lax-Cayce

On or about January 3, 1949, drawings and specifications for

today.

S71

Color like th

It

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

At The Churches

Is rt.. Goriluu Color
Home.,Oa.••1 Two $150
Smirks Sas To. Shalt, I pia, an

tiik:Ingtdhef.r,i
de trw
ttelo
l
so
iFu°11c
J

Project Kentucky--16

John J. Metcalfe

At close of business December 31, 1948

Letting
part beforeee uetv

Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Princeton, Kentucky

Thursday, January 6, 1949

_

All Children's Shoes and Oxfords Greatly
Reduced.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

Mr. and M.
nounee the
daughter, Lill
as Cayce, son
Forest Cayce
23, in the ho
minister, tho
pastor of th•. Kuttawa.
The bride
with black
shoulder be
buds. Her ma
Earl Hartiga
black acceessor
nations.
Earl Hartig.
best man.
Mrs. Cayce ,
Senior class, :
Mr. Cayce fa
Mr. and
home on their
z-Princeton

B&PW Club
Have Dinn.
Mrs. E. L
present the
Monday nigh
Business and
en's Club, it
group will
Age Club, .
o'clock for
Miss Virgin,
serve as ho
siring to help
tact her. Mrs.
urer, will be
annual dues.

Mr. anti Mrs. Neck Bankston kr, Nashville, Tenn., respectiveEastside Seniors
Quinn 4-H Club
Mr. anti Mrs. John Talley 80- and children, Cheryl and Doug, ly, after spending Christmas
The Princeton 4-H Club of
The Quinn 4-H Club had as
of Amory, Miss., spent Christ- holidays with their parents, Mr.
er, Fredonia, on the birth a a
and Mrs Iturnaey Taylor, Locust Eastside
mas holidays with her parents, Street.
School met
guests Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Mason, Tommy Wayne, December Mr. and
Mrs. J I) Burgess, W.
• • •
bry and little sons, Randy and
Jan, 3.
26.
Main street. They also visited
Miss Nancy Stowers returned
• • •
Reports were given by Sue Rodney, at the regular meeting
in Eureka, Ill.
Sunday
from
Bluefield,
W.
Va.,
• • •
Monday afternoon, December 20.
Mr. and Mrs. William Richard
after spending the holidays with Dillingham, baby beef; Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schlunz, her parents, Mr. and
The president, Harley LowCrisp, N. Darby street, on the
Mrs.
EuAdams, canning; Nancy Murphy, ery, called the meeting to order.
Ottuma, Ia., were the holiday gene Stowers.
birth of a daughter, Karen Beth, guests of Mrs, Bernice
• • •
Davis
dairy; Doris Boyd, clothing; Fourteen members answered the
December 22.
•leas
and Mr. and Mrs. E. M. McCasRumsey Taylor, Jr., returned George Creekmur, foods; Robert roll call. Six visitors, Mr Mabry
them
•
•
•
lin.
before
Mr.
Schlunz
has
returned
good
Sunday to Atlanta, Ga., where Kelly, swine; James Keeling, to- and the
heart,
leaders, Mrs. Crenshaw
home and Mrs. Schlunz remain- he is a student at George
Mr. and Mrs. Finis Gray, N. ed
' g beauty drench my
Tech.
for a longer visit.
Meline Rowland, and Mrs. Hopkins, were present.
everything,
He spent the holidays with his bacco, and
tting
Jefferson street, on the birth of
• • •
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rtimsey gardens.
Junior Massey, vice-president,
wandering in a maze of
a daughter, December 24. She
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, Taylor, Sr.
Janet French was elected choir led the club pledge. The group
has been named Yvonne Collette. Sr., South Jefferson street, 'had
• • •
colorleader, and Charles Watson re- sang "Silent Night", led by Ella
crashing chords
Mrs. Gray is the former (retch- as holiday visitors, Mr. and Mrs.
Col. and Mrs. R. L. Putman
r like the
Raymond Woodall of Memphis, returned to their home in At- ported on club members. The Mae Massey.
en Mason.
• gusic.
Tenn., Mr. James Woodall, in- lanta, Ga., Sunday after spend- next meeting will be the first
• • •
good there, hoping they'd imstructor in the University, Lex- ing 10 days with her parents,
Monday in February.
Mr. and Mrs. Major Noel, ington, and two daughters, Jean Mr.
part
and Mrs. R. R Taylor, Highloveliness,
Route 2, on the birth of a daugh- and Faye; Mr. and Mrs. Roy land Avenue.
• e of their
Woodall and children, Buddy
ern
the
mind
ter,
Barbara
Gayle,
December
my
to
iye
and Phyliss, of Paducah; Mr.
Rub a crust of bread with a
31.
and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, Jr., of
tare
•
•
•
heart
my
to
petals,
Murray, and Mr. Howard Wood- freshly cut garlic clove and put
of their
.
the bread in your salad bowl. It
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Patterson, all, of Paducah.
Their glowing warmth.
will give a delicious flavor to
Elizabeth Reeves Humphreys
Akers Avenue, on the birth of a
Dr. and Mrs. George Baker
the greens when they are tossed
son, Stephen Patrick, December 'Hubbard, Jackson,
Tenn., and
23.
their sons, George Baker Ti, with the dressing. Remove the
tax-Cayce
William Beesley
an d Allan bread crust before serving the
anLa
x
Ira
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith, Brooks, were holiday visitors of salad.
their
of
marriage
ounce the
Bell street, on the birth of a Dr. Hubbard's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, West
laughter, Lillie Pearl, to Thomdaughter, Linda LeNelle, De- Main street.
Equal parts of diced celery
Mrs.
son of Mr. and
Ai Cayce,
• • •
cember 23.
and pineapple are excellent for
• • •
Forest Cayce, Thursday, Dec.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Dalzell and a salad when teamed with black
officiating
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Sullen- daughter, Pat, and Barbara (lives and mayonnaise. Serve on
t3, in the home of the
Knolls
L.
J.
Rev.
the
sinister,
ger,. Marlon, on the birth of a Franklin spent last week-end in shredded escarole or lettuce or
daughter, Susan Jane, Decem- Frankfort as guests of Mrs. Dal- on romaine.
aster of the. Baptist Church,
zell's sister,
Kuttawa.
ber 23. Mrs. Sullenger is the and family. Mrs. Jerome Isaacs,
• • •
former Betty French.
The bride wore a gray suit
• • •
with black accessories and a
Mr. a ri d Mrs. Bill Bridges
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Mad- have returned to their home in
shoulder bouquet of red rosedox on the birth of a daughter, Detroit, Mich., after a visit to
buds. Her matron-of-honor, Mrs.
Thresa Jane, Thursday, Dec. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges,
Earl Hartigan, wore blue with
Cadiz street, and other relatives.
30. The baby weighed 6 pounds,
• • •
black accessories and white car14
ounces.
nations.
''
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cecil Smith and
YOUNGEST
MINISTER
MARRIES COUPLE-Five-year-old Mardaughter, Patricia, have returnEarl Hartigan was Mr. Cayce's
WIZARD DELUXE
oe Gortner signs the marriage license after performing his first
ed
from
a
visit to relatives in
best man.
Guaranteed
marriage at Long Beach, Calif., (Jan. 2) Marjo has been preaching
2 Years
Philadelphia
and
other
points
in
Mrs Cayce is a member of the since he was 3 and was
Foe Most Popular Cars
Mississippi.
ordained last October by the Old Time
Senior class Butler High School. Faith Church. He married
• • •
Raymond Miller 23, and Alma Brown, 21,
Mr. Cayce farms near Princeton. of Long Beach. (AP
Mrs. Rena Smith, Eagle StaCharles Dewey Scott, student
Wirephot0)
Mrs.
at
Cayce
are
and
tion, is visiting her daughter, at UK, Lexington, spent the holMr.
Equal in quality, power and performance to otbar
Mrs.
James
idays
H.
Maddox,
and
with his grandparents, the
farm
Mr.
on the CadCecil Brasher, Mr. and Mrs.
borne on their
nationally-advertised batteries selling for as much as
Rook Party
Rev. and Mrs. 0. M. Schultz,
$22 95 and higher. Get Wizard today and save the
Dock Baker, Mrs. Mary Melton, Maddox.
iz-Princeton road.
•
•
•
and aunt, Mrs. Thomas McCon.1 Mr. and 'Mrs. Euclid Querter- Mark Blackburn, Mrs. Madge
different I.
Mrs. Hugh Goodwin is visiting nell, and Mr. McConnell, Hop9ther Wizards hem
$ 10.50 Exch.
mous. Fredonia, entertained at Riley, Frank Riley and Mr. and
kinsville
street.
her son, Dr. Ralph A. Goodwin,
B&PW Club Will
• • •
their home with a New Year's Mrs. Quertermous.
WE HAVE MUD AND SNOW GRIP TIRES
and Mrs. Goodwin, Nashville,
,Miss Mimi Boone, Elkton, as
Eve rook party.
Tenn.
Have Dinner Meeting
Potluck dinner was
the weekend guest cat Miss BetSee us for tire chains.
Players were Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Mrs E. L Williamson will
• • •
Sister Mary Constance, Mt. ty Jo Linton.
present the program at next Blackburn, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
• • •
St. Joseph, near Owensboro, is
Monday night's meeting of the Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Per- Hostesses At New
Mrs. K. L. Barnes and chilvisiting the Ursuline Sisters,
Business and Professional Wom- kins, Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson, ear's Eve Party
Sisters Athanasius and Carmen- dren, Peggy and Ken, spent last
week-end with her mother, Mrs.
en's Club, it is announced. The Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Bugg, Mr. .1 Misses Betty Jo Linton ani cite of St. Paul's School.
Walter Briggs, Pewee Valley.
• • •
;rola) will meet at the Teen- and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mr. Joanne Pickering were hostesses
Mrs. Henrietta Smith and "Miss Helen Brown,
Age Club, Locust street, at 6:15 and Mrs. Elbert Beck, Mr. and at a New Year's Eve party at
Lexington,
o'clock for a pot-luck dinner. Mrs. V. E. Coleman, Mr. and the home of Miss Linton's par- daughter, Ann, of Paducah, will and Carl Brown, Detroit, Mich.,
spend this week-end with Mr. spent the Christmas
Miss Virginia McCaslin will Mrs. Ed Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. ents, Dr. and Mrs. Frank Lin- and Mrs. H. W. Nichols.
holidays
with Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Brown,
• • •
serve as hostess, and those de- Charles Quertermous, Mr. and ton. There were 32 guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Orange West Main. • • •
siring to help, are asked to con- Mrs. Hervey Thompson, Mr. and
tact her. Mrs. Mae Blades, treas- Mrs. Wilford Baker, Mrs. Carrie
Tsingtao, China, a fishing vil- and son, Charles Elliot, of St.
Cadet Fred Taylor and Bob
Louis, visited Mr. and Mrs. H.
urer, will be present to collect Ordway, Floyd Ordway, Mr. and lage in the 1890s, is now a city W. Nichols and Mr. and Mrs. M. Taylor returned Monday to McCa/lie Schoo I, Chattanooga,
annual dues.
Mrs. Noble Paris, Mr. and Mrs. of 600,000.
L. Orange during the holidays. Tenn., and
Vanderbilt Universi-

Leader Congratulates

MILlIONS
'Switch to WIZARDS for Easy Starts

All this Season's Dresses with reductions up to 411%. Black
and colors in lovely rayon crepes, gabardines, sheer woolens,
taffetas and novelty fabrics for both casual and dressy wear.
Sizes for Juniors, Misses, Women.

$19.95 Values
25.00 Values
35.00 Values
37.50 Values
45.00 Values

Your Choice Selection
of our finest Hats - - In all late fall colors and
including pastels hats
formerly selling from
$10 to $21.00

BLOUSES
Assorted Lot of Blouses . .. Asst. colors and sizes.

Formerly 6.00 to 15.00

Assorted Color and Materials

Formerly 14.95 to 35.00

$3.00 to $6.50
PURSES

tock - Fine Purses . . . Leather, Suedes,
Broadcloths

Formerly 5.95 to 15.00
It's back again as one of Spring's
smartest ensembles.
The three-piece suit, this time
cleverly adapted from a Jacques Griffe French original.
Note the curved detail on ,pockets, the smooth sweeping lines
throughout. The topcoat separates as a perfect casual to Vs
with anything you own. The suit, too, stands beautifully
alone. In a nice neat check of pure worsted.
Size '7 to 15.

/
1
2Price -3700
Plus to 7.50
Our Annual Clearance Sale With Values You Can't Resist

Thursday, January 6, 1949

KENTUCKY
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON.

Page Six

Recipe Of The Week

Ponds Relieve
Water Shortage

How farmers are learning in
a farm reservoir building program to supply water for livestock during drouth periods is
told by County Agent J. L. Miller of Madison county.
In November, Miller reported
that "despite insufficient rainfall to run beater into ponds

remanall••••10r

Notice!
About 50

years

ago

the

household goods of Mrs. Susan
Margaret Garrett. were, disposed of due to the fact she
was moving away.
One of the family Ls anxious
to find the person who bought

A supply of fruits and vegetables is assured tR Feltner
family in Laurel county, for 4Her Doris Ruth Feltner, 17, not
only planned a canning budget
on paper, but actually put up
the 462 jars to supply the food.
Meat canning was her new venture in 1948. State canning
champion, she was awarded an
all-expense trip to Chicago to
attend the National 4-11 Club
Congress.
from the middle of August to
Nov. 1, Madison county farmers
have had water for their livestock. This is the result of a program of pond building covering
the past four years. We not only
interested farmers in building
water reservoirs, but in making them large enough to tide
the livestock over a drouth period. During this time of 10
weeks, ' we knew of very few
farmers who had to sell any
stock because of lack of water."
In contrast, Miller reported

the dining room table.
If anyone

has

concerning the

knowledge

table, please

Wm. M. YOUNG

call . . .

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Miss Perk
Hawthorne

Fredonia, Ky.

PHONE 545

Members of the Kentucky
Milk Goat Breeders Association
will meet Jan. 28, during the
annual Farm and Home Convention at the Agricultural Ex.
periment Station in Lexington.
Dr. Stanley G. Bandeen of
Louisville is president; Z. R.
Milton of Beuchel is vice president, and Mrs. Milton is secretary arid treasurer of the association. These officers and the
following members make up the
board of directors: Mrs. Roland
D. Hale, Paducah; Mrs. Clyde
Hill, Echols; J. W. Smith, Anchorage; Mike King, Cynthiana;
Otha McFarland, Sr., Lexington,
and Mrs. Nancy Kellogg, Jet'
fersonsown.
The modern public health
movement was started in England in 1848 with passage of the
first Public Health Act and setting up of the first General
Board of Health in London,
that in 1943, following a twomonth drouth period from July
15 to Sept. 15, about 150 farmers sold livestock because of water shortage. At that time, more
than 100 farmers hauled water,
some for considerable distances.
The total number of farm reservoirs constructed annually in
Kentucky by custom operators
has increased from 200 in 1936
to 6,500 in 1948, according to
Earl"`G. Welch, agricultural engineer at the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky.
1111=111111111111111F

Condensed Statement Of Condition

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION
DECEMBER 31, 1948

LIABILITIES

ASSETS

Members Share Accounts
5258.424.07

First Mortgage Loans

772.91

Real Estate Sold on Contract

None

Real Estate Owned
Investments, U. S. Bonds

225,000.00

Stock, Federal H. L. Bank

4,200.00

Cash on hand and in banks

21,498.54
$509,895.52

TOTAL ASSETS

Old-fashioned stewed ebloken,
with dumplings light as a feather make a combination hard to
beat. A secret of the latter is to
refrain from lifting the cover,
for it is the steaM4which cooks
the dumplings to airy fluffiness,
says Miss !Florence Imlay, food
specialist at the college of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky.
Chicken with Dumplings
2 to 4-pound, stewing hen
/
1 31
2 cups flour
1 teaspoon salt
3 teaspoons baking powder
2 tablespoons fat
% cup milk
1 egg
Cut the chicken in serving pieces, cover with hot water and
cook slowly until tender, about

Goat Breeders To
Meet In Lexington

State Champion
Cans For Family

$452,482.02
5,868.00

Dividends declared and unpaid
Loans in Process

67.25

Other Liabilities

15.39

Specific Reserves

356.39

General Reserves

30,001.00

Undivided Profits

21,106.56

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$509,895.52

- - INSURED - Safety of Your Investments Up to $5,000

College Radio Schedule

Programs to be heard daily at
12:45 p.m. from the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky,
over radio station WHAS are:
Jan. 10, W. 1V1. Disko, "Be ReaButterfly fishes often swim
dy to Start Your Chicks Early;" in pairs,
"Beginning
Jan. 11, Keith Vice,
the Year's Business," Jan. 12,
pNCE
L. J. 'Horlacher, "Opportunities
of
College
the
in
Men
Young
for
Agriculture;" Jan. 13, W. W.
Insurance needs differ
Magill, "Outlook for Strawberas widely as individ2 or more hours. When half
/
11
ual posssssions and
done, add 1 tablespoon salt.
modes of living. let
dry
mix
To make dumplings,
us plan a complete inIngredients, cut in fat,.then add
slightly beaten egg and milk.
surance program that
Stir as little as possible. Drop
will meet your reby spoonfuls into boiling chickqUirements at a miniand
en broth. Cover tightly
mum cost.
team for 15 minutes. Remove
dumplings and thicken broth
for gravy.
'Menu: Stewed chicken with
dumplings, buttered carrots and
COMPLETE im5u1stiCt SERvICE
peas, cabbage salad, cornmeal
P55501
ill IVISIMAfigir 5r
muffins, butter, sherbyt and
cake

not be quite as plentiful as.last.
But just to balance things
there'll be a large supply of
canned apricots.
If your family particularly apMr. and rs o n preciates bananas, they'll be glad
CHAR
Calif.,
Braget of Tacoma, Wash., are pictured in the Los Angeles,
co know that they will constitute
Vicki, three,
County Sheriff's office with Mrs. Braget's daughter,
the largest item of fresh fruit we
Bragets
after the pair surrendered to police at Pomona, Calif. The
import in 1949. Pineapple is ex.
from
are charged in Pennsylvania with kidnaping the child Dec. 19
oected to be in good supply, too.
the Harrisburg home of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry M.
Supplies of frozen foods are
Snyder, who had adopted her. Mrs. Braget told police she had not swinging upward, with packers
Wirephoto)
(AP
signed adoption papers willingly.
attempting to meet consumer
demand for such basic items as
fruits, vegetables, fish and poultry. And it looks as if there
would be more frozen strawberries for shortcake all the year
round. No one is making any
predictions about what the price
compared
as
capita,
pounds per
By Cecily Brownstone
of frozen foods will be.
with about ten pounds per capi(AP Food Editor)
More fresh vegetables for the
Americans will eat well ia ta a year ago.
family table this winter Is the
Supplies of canned fish prob- word. Plenty of white potatoes
1949 and will continue to grumble about the food budget. One ably will be about the same in and dry beans for the winter
ray of light is an indicatitin that 1949 as in '48. Though we may but supplies of sweet potatoes
meat prices will drop slightly have lots more tuna, the salmon are smaller this year than they
toward the end of the year, and pack may be a good deal lower., were last. Canned vegetables, in
that most of the favorite diet
There should be more turkey ample supply, will help make
items of Mr. and Mrs. USA will and chicken around than there menu-planning easier.
be available in abundance.
was this year and prices should
There will be plenty of peaAssurance as to food supplies be better, too.
nuts and peanut butter too, for
come from 0. V. Wells, chief of
When it comes to per capita small fry and good nutrition.
the Bureau of Agricultural Eco- supplies of fluid milk, cream, Brazil nuts, cashews, chestnuts,
nomies in the U.S. Department evaporated milk and cheese, will be imported as usual.
of Agriculture who says:
1949 will see us consuming about
No one with a sweet tooth
"Supplies of food available to the same amount as W 2 did this need worry. In 1948 our diet
American families will be just year, though there's a chance had a little more carbohydrate
about the same in 1949 as they there'll be more butter around. than it did two years ago bewere in 1949."
Prices of dairy products are ex- cause we got plenty of sugar .
"During the war our food pected to average about what and supplies ahead are ample.
consumption a person was up- they did in 1948.
ped—the peak came in 1946,
Somewhat larger supplies of
when it was 18 percent above fats and oils will be available
prewar. This year we'll not hit for civilian consumption, and
that high point, but we'll still they should be cheaper, too.
be 12 percent above the averFresh fruit supplies will conage in 1935-39.
tinue to be large—especially vitWe probably shall continue to amin C-rich (citrus) fruits. The
be better fed nutritionally in prices of fresh oranges and
1949 than in any prewar year. grapefruits are expected to be
Americans now are getting more about the same. Canned fruit
than a fourth more iron, niacin, juice supplies will be ample.
and riboflavin and more then a Smaller crops of apples and
third more thiamine — thanks pears this year mean somewhat
chiefly to the continued enrich- reduced supplies ahead, and priment of white bread and flour. ces higher; canned pears may
The quantities of viatmin A,
vitamin C, and calcium in the
diet have stayed well above the
prewar averages because people
have continued to eat more leafy, green and yellow vegetables,
citrus fruit and tomatoes, and
more cheese and fluid milk.
Glance at individual foods and
here's how prospects stack up:
More of next year's meat is expected to be pork with less beef,
veal, lamb, available. Pork priService Guaranteed
ces will be lower than beef,
What beef there is will be of
PRINCETON
better grades as more cattle will
LUMBER CO.
be grain-fed.
If your family can't get all the
S. Seminary St.
meat they want they'll take fish,
Phone 260
figures on the consumption of
fishery products show. Our present fish consumption is 10.8

rt,

Mw CUNNINGHAM

Food Outlook Good
For '49, Says Bureau
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FINANCIAL SERVICE
FOR FAMILIES
AND INDIVIDUALS

OF DEBT
• STAY OUT
ADVANTAGE
• TAKE
OPPORAJNITIES
OF
• GET AHEAD
MONEY PROBLEMS
• SOLVE
GREATER
• ATTAIN
INDEPENDENCE
FINANCIAL
ON BILLS
• CATCH UP
• BE HAPPIER
MONEY WORRIES
• AVOID
THE FUTURE
• PLAN FOR

YOU DON 'i HAVE TO BE A BORROWER
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS NEW SERVICE
On• day a customer .
whom we had helped
get started on the road to financial inch/spendonc•
asked, "Why wait till people get In
trouble before helping them) Why not help
them ovoid money problems and more quickly
attain financial sectorItyr He's right, and that's
why we offer this new Personalised Plnancial
Service for families and Individuals . . to
HELP YOU GET AHEAD.

Prescriptions
Phone 611

NEW LARGER GROUND FLOOR OFFICES
110 W. MARKET ST.
PRINCETON
GEORGE WOODRUFF, Mgr.
PHONE 470

FILING S
TYPING
CARBO

WOOD MUG STRIE

PAYROL
TIME B•

BUSINE

702 So

washes with hotter
water than any
other dishwasher!
• Dishamatic alone heats tap
water to Pasteurizing tern„...-peratures! Washes the

AoiWtiavViag.,

dishesl. Rinses em !Dries'em

YOU'LL COVER MORE MILES
ON TUE NEW ANS

sparkling! Cleans itself!
Then shuts off—all automatically!
Avoreved by
U.tforiroitete
Lobborotorsto, Int.

DieAdstatir —
Destgood to At 6,
modern katheoc

'Roo U S Poi. Oft:

ATLAS history!

• flItlY AUTOMATIC—you set the dial hut once—and
walk away! Dishamatic does the rest!

Puts more
rubber on the
road ... grips
more road

backed by

than ever

1 year

before!

warranty
honored
everywhere,

See it and

7 days a

sell yourself

week!

... at the
ATLAS sign!

• MALTA WATER NEATER boosts even cold tap water
to 170%180' F. Only this really hot water can
cut grease, loosen hardened food.
• WATER-SCRUMS[HUMMING in this scalding torrent.
High-pressure cleaning force washes all tableware hygienically clean!
• CHILES RISKS. SILVERWARE, all tableware for family of six in stationary rack. Nothing moves but
the wafer/
• NEAT RISE IN TUB IS GRADUAL—can't hurt the moot
delicate dinnerware,
• HANDS NEVER TOUCH DISHWATER! No unsanitary towels—Dishamatic mechanically dries everything
—vaporises moisture, fans it away!
• NO MISS TO CUAN-UP— Dishamatic cleans itself,
then shuts off. No drain-screens to clean. LAMM
dishes in rack, If desired!
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RADIO
Repair

mileage in
YOURS FOR THE ASKING . . . WITHOUT
COST OR OBLIGATION
Every now and then, orm of our customers
really "tak•I down his hair- and tells us about
his financial problems. This usually happens
when things look so bad that they seem almost
hopeless. We've been able to help most of
them solve their financial problems and attain
a far greater measure of happiness and prosperity
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ry Planting in 1949," and Jan.
14, Robert H. Ford, "Questions
from Farm People." On Jan. 15
at 11:45 a.m., Mrss Myrtle Wel
don will tell of "High spots of
garm and Home Week."

ties of • DISHAMATIC today!

ATLAS
TIRES • BATTERIES • ACCESSORIES

Whity's Service Station
North Court Sailarp

1 17

II. N. LUSBY
Phone 88
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

oted Woman JO
ak At Farm,
me Convention

ne of the outstanding speakKentucky
to be heard by
anakers when they attend
Home
97th annual Farm and
ovention in Lexington, Jan.
to 28, will be Mrs. Evelyn
evecutive secre'lis Duvall,
of the National-Council on
ay Relations, Chicago. Notradio and platform speaker,
problems of both
e will discuss
osa people and adults.
Smith,
Mrs. Helen Carlton
observer at
and
traveler
,rid
Nations, will make
e United
the ano talks, one being at
Kentucky
al luncheon of the
sieration of Homemakers. At
., time will be resumed the
...am of honoring two outlanding Kentucky rural or farm
Ilea as Master Farm Home)r. E. G. Nourse, chairman
President Truman's Council
Economic Advisers, will
eat at a joint session of men
d women.
The situation in Germany will
discussed by President H. L
1,van and three German Btu., enrolled at the University.
..-,,r speakers include Dean

Squirrel dishes keep close to
rocks and stay ta shadows as
much as possible.
_
Thomas P. Cooper of the College of Agriculture and Rome
Economics, Dr. Raymond F. McLain, president of Transylvania
College, Lexington, and Miss
Mary Mims, sociologist, University of Louisiana.
A style revue directed by Mrs.
Louise Huston, New York stylist, and news of equipment by
Miss Ida Hagman, UK home
management specialist, are other features on the program.
Mrs. W. K. Morris, Hopkinsville, president of the Kentucky
Federation of Homemakers, will
preside at the annual meeting I
of that organization.

With Your Office Supply Needs
for 1949
FILING SYSTEMS
TYPING PAPER
CARBON
PAYROLL BOOKS
TIME BOOKS

BUSINESS MACHINES AND OFFICE FURNITURE

In(or poralc

Hopkinsville, Ky.

OMR S aRES, T
MBLES-Fu
Mura ows i (30
o
ort western
fumbles the ball as he crosses the goal line from one yard out against California at Pa3adena,
Calif. The officlals ruled he had entered the end zone before losing possession and called it a touchdown. Tackling him is Fullback Frank Brunk. Northwestern won the Rose Bowl game, 20, to 15.(AP
Wirephoto)

Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
and son,David, returned from
Detroit, Mich., Friday, after
spending Christmas holidays
with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Louisville, were guests of her
.parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Henson during the holidays.
Prof. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham and daughter, Suzanne,
have returned to their home in
Decatur, Ill., after spending the
holidays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Smith Lowry.
Mr. Donald Brasher left Saturday for Denver, Colo., where
he will resume studies at University of Denver, after spending the holidays with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
Mrs. Sarah Cruce, Crayne,
spent the weekend with her
daughter, Mrs. Reed Brown and
family.
Mr . and Mrs. Byron Parr
have returned to their home in
Lincoln Park, Mich., after spending Christmas with his mother,
Mrs. Florence Parr.
Miss Imogene Wigginton was
the dinner guect of Mrs. Margaret Quermuerehlen, and Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Yates on New
Year's Day.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice
and son, Dick, returned home
spending
Wednesday at ter
Christmas holidays with relatives in Jackson, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H.
Bennett were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ira C. Bennett in
Kuttawa, Friday evening.

YOUNG'S
OPENING DARK FIRED

TOBACCO SALE
$48.00 Top.- -Below are some of the crop averages:
T. L. Latham and I. C. Hancock, Elkton, Ky., 6548 lbs., average
$38.08; Claude Peek and Franklin Dycus, Kuttawa, 1580 lbs.,
average $31.85; E. L. Hill and H. Wells, Greenville, Ky., 1546 lbs.,
average $34.80; Herman Croft and William Denham, Cobb, Ky.,
2080 lbs., average $35.13; Urey Scott and Loel Haile, Cobb, Ky.,
2130 lbs., average $34.06; Dilas Mitchell, Princeton, 3576 lbs.,
average $35.42.

Why not let us sell your tobacco and be assured
of the HIGHEST market prices?

Mr. Norman Faught returned
to Bowling Green, Sunday, to
resume his studies at Western
State College.
Mrs. Arnbie Fuller expects to
leave Wednesday for Gary, Ind.,
to visit her son, W. V. Fuller,
and Mrs. Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Long,
Chicago, Ill., spent the Christmas holidays with her mother,
Mrs. Burlie Hearod, and Mr. and
Mrs. L. G. ShInall.
Billy Sam Young, cadet at
Columbia Military Academy,
Columbia, Tenn., returned Monday to resume his studies, after
spending the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Holman,
students of B.G.B.U. and W.S.C.,
Bowling Green, spent the weekend as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles T. Taylor at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Kirkwood, Dawson Springs, were the
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Tiller Sigler,
Marion, and Mrs. Max Warren
and son, of Woodriver, Ill., were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Moore during the holidays.
Mrs. Beulah Stepheson has returned home after visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Talley Baker, Mr.
Baker and family during the
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt and
baby daughter, Patsy, returned
to their home in Memphis,
Tenn., after spending the holidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Butts.
Mrs. James Quertermous returned to Gary, Ind., after visiting his mother, Mrs. Jocie
Querteemous and family during
the holidays.
Mrs. Norman Wheeler and
baby son have returned from
from the Princeton hospital.
Willis Butts has returned to
his home in Frankfort after
spending the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Butts.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore and
daughter, Bonita, spent the week
end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Moore.
Miss Mary Wilson left Wednesday for Yankeetovzn, Fla., after spending the Christmas holldaYs with her father. J. A; WjIson.
Mr. Talley Baker sold his business, known as Talley's Service Station, to Mr. Jewell Traylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor returned to Bowling Green
Sunday, after spending the holidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.

In Spencer county, 25 percent
of the corn was fertilized, bringing the county average yield to
between 50 and 80 bushels an
acre.
Small grain and winter legumes were planted on practically all farms in Adair county.
Checks amounting to $20,105
were given to Garrard county
4-Hers for sale of calves and
prize money from county and
state shows
Eight 441 club members in
Shelby county have entered the
registered Duroc business as a
result of the Duroc pig chain
started by the Shelbyville KJwanis Club in 194d.
Six of the 13 441 club members competing in the one-acre
class of the Christian county
corn derby produced more than
100 bushels an acre.
Eighteen entries in the Greenup corn derby averaged 98 bushels an acre, as compared with
89 bushels in 1947.
Albert Blanton, a coal operator in Johnson county, has
bought a farm and built a O13,000 dairy barn and a house In
the past two years.
Farmers in Carroll county are
decreasing the cost of their feed
by using a cooperative portable
feed grinder.
Dolph Sebree of Boone county
sold 3,424 pounds al Ky. le Burley from 1.4 acres for an average of $55.80 a hundred pounds.

Save on this Fine
Chenille Spread!

I

Trimble county strawberry
growers have placed an order
for 180,000 plants, 100,000 being
Tennessee Beauties.
The Highview 4-H Club in
Jefferson county rated first in
the county for the third successive year, therefore retaining a
county trophy.
The favorable corn-hog ratio
has increased the number of
farmers in Bath county who are
feeding hogs.

QUICK RELIEF FROM

Symptoms of Distress Arising Dew

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
FroollookTonsolltoonsTrontioontinat
Mast Skip or It WIN Cost Too Moffefog
&mum.ssid Mom betake of SY Wrsd.s no
Tuassetsworr have bee. sold for relief of
sysayofdlatrtosartslag hem Stemma
sad
.settial Mors due to assess AokiPear Motosselois. Sow or Insist Mootosk.
lassalsosos, Inoontkons, Illsestsossm.
dos to tosoos Asia. Sold au Is days' Mon
Ask fee .111/111erd'i allassoor" Mtkb fully
ilizPikene Ole trustattuo-Oso •At
Williamson Drug
DSWSOtt'S Drug Store

Solid Color
Terry Towels
790
490

BATH TOWEL

HAND TOWEL

WASHCtbTH

19°

BACKACHE
for oda ssonsenaly bap Itse
IllmostAlo Tonic OloSidsai we susura,MOW
Away onus, Instanny plinitass.145Pam.
Welts under eyes. sod swollsa ankles. dm
So non-organIc and non-systemic Kidney sad

madder troubles, try Cystee. crvia. 0011,06,4*
satisfaction or money back guaranteed- kik
your druggist for Crites today.

CALL US FOR
PROMPT, SAFE
LONG- DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
Aufitorlzeri

I

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
12th St. and L&N RR

After World War I the Italian
sculptor Alceo Dossena reproduced numerous pieces of Renaissance sculpture and, he said.
disposed of them as copies at a
slight profit. They were so good,
however, that the art dealer sold
the copies as originals for fabulous sums.

It takes 200,000 farmers producing an average of 1,000 bushSales on the Princeton Liveels of grain annually to support
stock Market, Monday were
the United States rat pogrblation.
about steady with last week, it
'More farm machinery rusts
was reported by Brad Lacy,
out than wears out.
manager:
• • •
TOTAL HEAD
1037
Befarias are often called the
Good Quality Fit
rhododendrons of the tropics.
• • •
Steers
$22.00 25.00
Medium Quality
huge rhododendron
I Some
Butcher Cattle _
20.00 23.00 plants grow to heights of 30 to
Baby Beeves
21.00 24.00 60 feet.
Fat Cows
18.00 20.09
• • .
Canners & Cutters 13.00 113.00
Rats destroy or damage 200
Bulls
18.00 21.00 million bushels of grain anStock Cattle
20.00 25.00 nually.
Feeder Cattle
_ 20.00 24.00
Milk Cows, pr. hd. 94.00 150.00
VIALS
No. I. Veals
No. 2 Veals
Throwouts
HOGS
CALL Ill
200-230
20.00
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt
1235-280
18.50
Complete Insurance Service
285 az up
17.50
ill W. Market St.
120-155
18.00
160-195
19.00
Roughs 450 & under 18.00
Roughs over 450
15.00

Livestock Market Report

Ky. Farm News

Atlanta
Crickets
are putting people to sleep in
these parts. That's what W. E.
Voellinger of Macon, Georgia,
says. He runs a cricket hatchery.
Time was when he sold the
critters mostly for bait. Now he
is putting them in little boxes
for folks to hang near their beds.
It's a sure cure for insomnia, he
says.
He puts about 50 crickets in
the sleep boxes. Listening to
their music is lots betetr than
counting sheep, his customers
tell him.

Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 893
Prineeton, Ky.

Lace Net Panels
at this Low Price!

80 Sq. Percales
for Thrifty Sewing!

SHOP IN EVERY DEPT. IN OUR STORE FOR
PENNEY'S NEW LOW PRICES, BUY NOW
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Court has upheld what is called
the principle of "free congressional inquiry."
Congressional committees are
not required to operate under
any rules except those they
themselves establish. ,It's explained this way by William P.
Rogers, chief counsel of the investigating subcommittee of the
Senate Expenditures Committee:
The business of a grand jury
F5741311591 I)
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SLICED BACON

Girls Forget Fears,
Thanks To 2-Way Help
This drioor took the same gamble you
did. It
was cold, and he couldn't see anyone
behind
him, so he turned without signaling.
The car

he couldn't see couldn't stop in
time. Don't
gamble with your life. Make safe
driving a
habit, and be doubly careful in
winter.

What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CULDUIS 2-way help.
You see, Csicata may make things
Iota easier for you in either of two
ways: (1) started 3 days before
"your time" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
lb should improve your appetite,aid
digestion, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
°woe. Csiteur is scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. If
you suffer "at those pertein
time,
PI Mann today.

sa,

Hem yew links. clew:keel regularl
y — especially in winter. It takes
front
3 to 12 timers longer to stop on
ice or snow. Even perfect brakes
Sr.
better with tire chains. Chock

your beaks, and check accidents.

53c

Lb.

)

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

PORK ROAST
35c

PURE PORK

SAUSAGE
1-1,h. Bag

37c

SMOKED PICNICS
An Okla] pnblic service me.
rage prepared
by The Advertising Cornea
I. cooperation with The

Naliwiel $afety Ceireell.

&atiee-gie dAjetft Aloe*lekxlveva00**/
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HOPKINSVILLE
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4 to 11-1b. avg. Lb.

39c

SMOKED JOWLS
25c
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SNIS IN nee SWIM
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Mark Cunningham

C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency

B. N. Lusby Co.

John E. Young,Ins. Agency

Mitchell Implement Co.

Women's Moor
"Not More, But Bitter Merehandies"

Sweetheart Soap
3ig. bars 28c1g. bar 14c
For Delicious Salads

exclueivoly yours

SUGAR
NAVY BEANS
FLOUR
LARD
PEAS
PEACHES
TOMATO JUICE...
OLEOMARGARINE=
CORN
CIGARETTES
IONA

IONA IN
SYRUP

10
10
25
50

10

19c
55c

Can

89
95
15
.5
92
.9

IONA WHITE
CREAM STYLE

BRANDS

Can

10°

No. 21/2
Can

46-oz.
Can

1 -Lb.
Ctn.

20-oz.

Wesson Oil

(Incorporated)
Pt Rot 40c Qt. not 75c

miles

known
property

Ctn.
T„
I ncl.

1 Jers
1 Jers
1 Mar
1 Mar
1 Pure
1 Guil
200 b
1 Wag
Plows
to me

Loaf

Cans

Cpc°
anut Topped
Meringue
NEW LOW

4

Cans

Lb.

2PEcSoE

PHONE 5

-No. 2

27°
210
28°
2
250
1.65
910
2
PORK & BEANS=
2
23°
4 LAYER CAKE
65°
POTATO CHIPS
750
Blu-White Flakes
A&P Self Service
Ea.

Big Lb.
Can

Blues Without Streaking

Pkg

Phone 8

convent

PRICE

Convenient Oval Shape

KENT

2

16-oz.

SUGAR CURED

daily. W

One nin

POPULAR

SUGAR CURED

and on

2 Bunches 250

PURE

nwwwwwwwenwerwerminerseennlmwelnewwwwwww
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CRANBERRIES
SWEE

CHUCK ROAST

The

9c
Large Tender

Golden Whole Grain

Niblets Corn
12-oa. caos35C

hreen Giant Peas
No. 303 Can

21c

MORTON'S SALT
26-os. bin
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1
lb.
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21c
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How Headlines Tad
tory In 1948

2—East battles f r ea k
Jan
sleet, rain and
weather, snow,
from Iowa to
rage'
storms
ice
York.
go
United Automobile
Jan 6 — United Electrical,
and
Workers
Workers say
• and Machine
round of wage
, seek new
,•ases•
7—President Truman asks
in
cost-of-living
gress for $40
be deducted
to
person
i .; a
payments.
•. income tax
11—Russian Army paper
may try to
rim hints Reds
and British out
Americans
.
t y.
12—Truman asks ConJan.
appro• fer $39,669,000.000
fiscal year.
1949
for
- ...non
Department re-.. 21—State
showseized Nazi papers
•.:reement between Reds and
divide Europe
. in 1939 to
them.
,•.ieen
Foreign SecJam 22—British
urges wesaary Ernest Bevin
consolidate
it Europe to
bloc.
•ist Russia's eastern
devalues franc.
24—France
-a

Art; r

PAIN

Jan. 30—Mohandas K.. Gandhi
India's "Man of Peace," assail
sinated.
Feb. 2—House passes G.O.P
tax reduction bill to cut individual income tax levies 10 t
30 percent.
Feb. 4—Prices drop on major
commodities. Economists say in
flation may be over.
Feb. 9—Soviets say U.S., Brit
am n and France made World Wa
II possible by financing Hitler'
war industry.
Feb. 18 — John A. Costell
elected premier of Eire.
Feb. 25—Czechoslovakia Red
sieze power; President Bones,
"to avoid chaos," gives Commun
1st Premier Gottwald permissio
to install a Communist-type gov
ernment.
Mar. 6—Six western power
end London talks on Germany•
agree to internationalize Ruhr.
Mar. 10—Czech Foreign Min
ister Jan Masaryk kills self i
leap from window, Communistsay.
Mar. 13—Seven governors

g

Dead Stock
WANTED

Russian Student Totals

Noted Publisher To
Visit UK Campus

Campus Movie Theater
To Be Opened At UK

William Sloane, president of
the publishing company which
bears this name, will visit the
University of . Kentucky campus
during the week of Jan. 9 for a
series of lectures sponsored by
the Department of English. He
is the author of two novels, "To
Walk the Night" and "The Edge
of Running Water." As a publisher, he has introduced to the
reading public such writers as
Leland Cannon, Jr., Bob Trumbull, Marion Hargrove, Bill
a rad Joseph Wood
Mauldin
l<rutch.

A campus motion picture theftter for University of Kentucky
students, faculty, and their families will be opened in Memorial
hall Jan. 15 with regular show
ings scheduled for Friday and
Saturday nights. New projection
equipment ,to provide professional quality showings is now being installed. Selected films,
both domestic and foreign, including drama, adventure, historical, documentary and comedy have been booked to insure
a balanced program.

Moscow—This year there are
730,000 full-time students 'in
higher educational institutions
in the Soviet Union. In primary
and secondary schools of the nation there are now 34 million
pupils. Both of these enrollment
figures are official—have been
printed in the Soviet press and
were repeated by Foreign Minister Molotov in his speech on
November 6—and both represent
the highest enrollment to date
recorded in the Soviet Union.
•

Girl Has Earned
$10,000 At 17

ten thousand dollars earned
by the time a girl is 17 years old
is an astounding record. Yet,
according to Home Agent Mrs.

Lucille Warren, it is a conservative estimate of the earnings of
Miss Elsie Marie Isaacs, of Clark
county. For the last 9 years she
has been an active club member
and, in addition to completing
around 50 projects in canning,
clothing, foods, room improvement, gardening, poultry, baby
beef, sheep and labor service,
she had time to improve the
yard at home with a fence,
flowers and shrubbery, and to
help her father build a fishpool. She also enjoys hobbies,
such as making corsages and
baking decorative cakes and
cookies.
Since September, she has
made two we.olen suits, a corduroy jacket, a velveteen formal,
several cotton blouses and two
woolen skirts for herself. She
s high school at Winchester.

in twelve months instead of 15
as authorized by Congress.
Nov. 30—Berlin's Communists set up separate "government" of city, boycotting general elections.
Dec. 2--Suchow falls to Chinese Communists.
Dec. 3--House Committee on
UnArnerican Activities siezes microfilms of documents removed
in 1938 from U.S. State Department files for transmission to
Russian agents.
Dec. 5—Berlin people defy Soviet when 86.4 pe ent of ell
Nes in western pa • vot
Rhododendrons and azaleas
election.
Dec. 7--S retary of State are among the most dkfficult
plants to grow.
Marshall has operation.

precedented playoff for American League pennant.
Oct. 8—Truman revealed to
slates .in "Solid South" say they
Aug. 7—Envoys of U. S., Brit- have withdrawn plans to send
will oppose Truman in Novem. in, France open series of talks Chief Justice Vinson on "misber because ot his "anti-states'
an Berlin problem with Stalin sion to Moscow."
rights" stand on civil liberties.
Oct. 11 — Indians win World
.
in Kremlin.
Mar. 15—Representatives of 16 OUGHT IN THREE CITIES—
Aug. 7—Extra session of Con- Series by beating Boston Braves
European nations open talks in
rs. Margaret Neely, 25, is being gress ends without action on in 6th game, 4 to 3.
Paris on Marshall Plan aid pro- ought by police at Akron, Ohio, major Truman recommendations.
Oct. 18—Truman cinders nagram.
nd in Toledo and Chicago after
Aug. 12—Mrs. Oksana Steps- tion's military reserves immedMar. 17—Truman demands un- isappearing Dec. 22. Her family nova Kasenkina, Russian school iately brought up to strength.
iversal military training and in Akron said she was to take a teacher, leaps from window of
Oct. 22—Third U.N. cease-fire
temporary draft to stem threat- US. to Chicago fora .Christmas Soviet consulate in New York; order in Palestine war takes efall
eunion with her 'estraihged husb- goes to hospital outside Soviet fect.
ened Communist control of
nd, Burnice. She had planned a jurisdiction.
Europe.
Oct. 25—Russia vetoes comproMar. I9—U.S. asks U.N. Se- wo hour stop in Toledo. (AP
Aug. 16—Babe Ruth dies after mise solution by U.N. Security
curity Council to suspend action Wirephoto)
Council on Berlin.
lingering illness.
-on partition of Palestine.
Oct. 28—Stalin charges leadAug. 20—U. S. orders expul"final and complete" refusal to
urge
Allies
Mar. 20—Western
accept Democratic Presidential sion of Soviet Consul General ers of western powers pursue
return of Trieste to Italy.
for "abusing his position" in policy toward "unleashing a
nomination.
Mar. 25—House passes GOP
new' war."
15—Democrats nominate Kasenkina case.
July
$4,800,000,000 tax reduction bill,
Oct. 30—Chinese Communists
Aug. 25—Moscow announces
Harry S. Truman for President.
sends it to Truman.
July 15—Gen. John J. Persh- closing of consulates in Ameri- take Mukden to control all
and
'
Apr. 1—Reds bar U.S.
ca; asks U.S. consulates to close Manchuria.
ing dies.
British military trains from BerNov. 2—Truman upsets foreJuly 15—U.N. Security Coun- in Russia.
lin without "inspection.'
Aug. 27 — Charles Eva n s casters with election to Presiorders Israel and Arab
cil
Apr. 2—Congress quickly ovdency over Dewey; House and
Hughes dies at 86.
League states to stop fighting.
errides Truman's veto on tax
Sept. 3--Dr. Edward Benes Senate go Democratic.
July 16—U.S.Steel grants avMR MYERS
reduction bill.
Nov. 7—Charles de Gaulle's
erage 13 cent wage increase to dies in Czechoslovakia.
Apr. 3—Federal injunction orwins
People
of
French
new
Reunion
forms
Sept.
5—Schuman
170,000 workers.
ders John L. Lewis to instruct
July 18 — Durocher resigns French cabinet after Marie falls. leading position with Advisory
his striking soft coal miners to
Sept. 9—After Schuman cabi- Council of the Republic.
from Brooklyn Dodgers to manreturn to work.
Nov. 8—Rep. J. Parnell Thomage New York Giants; Mel Ott net falls in third French governof
rioting
Apr. 9—Wave
as Giant manager; Burt ment crisis in three weeks, Hen- as, chairman of House Commitresigns
sweeps Bogota, Colombia, durShot ton appointed Brooklyn ri Queuille, Radical, agrees to tee on Un-American Activities,
ing meeting of 21 nations at Inindicted on charges of conspiracy
manager; Ben Chapman replac- form new cabinet.
ter-American Conference.
Raiford does not have a chargeable accident against his
Sept. 17—Hyderabad surren- to defraud the government.
Phillies manPhiladelphia
ed
as
Apr. 12—Lewis orders miners
safety record. And that is not all; he is one of the best knov,A
Nov. 10—Martial law proager. Eddie Sawyer eventually ders after invasion Sept. 13 by
back to work.
and liked bus operctors in this area. He is the kind of man
claimed in Nanking and ShangIndian army.
named.
Apr. 18—Christian Democrats
who makes Western Kentucky Stages service so popular with
on
drive
Communists
as
BernaFolke
hai
Sept.
17—Count
July 17—Rebellious Southern
who want to get around safely in comfort and at little
folks
defeat Communists in critical
Suchow.
mediator
Democrats nominate Gov. J. dotte, United Nations
He is a native of Paducah and a veteran of World
expense.
Italian election.
Tojo,
wartine
Nov. 12—Hideki
Strom Thurmond of South Car- for Palestine, assassinated in IsII.
War
Apr. 21—Walter P. Reuther,
premier of Japan, sentenced to
raeli-held area a Jerusalem.
olina for President.
president of United Automobile
Sept. 21—Dr. Herbert V. Evatt hang.
July 20—US. Steel announces
Workers, wounded.
Nov. 14—Princess Elizabeth
increase in price of fin- of Australia elected president
Jews 9.6 cent
Apr. 30—Arabs and
Mr. Myers says. W. hose more and
as UN general assembly opens gives birth to son in Buckingproducts
steel
inshed
more people riding with us. I guess
open large scale "Battle of Jerham Palace.
July 24—Andre Marie becomes sessions in Paris.
It, because we offer a better bus
usalem."
CounSecurity
16—U.N.
Nov.
and
S.,
Britain
Sept
29—U.
cabinet
after
France
of
Premier
servicc"
May 11—Senate and House
Arab
U. N. Security cil orders Israel and
of Robert Schuman is over- France urge
approve appropriation for 70in
armistice
negotiate
to
States
J1elock:
Soviet
on
action
Council
thrown.
group Air Force.
Palestine.
July 28—Truman asks special ade of Berlin.
May 15—British give up PalNov. 26—Truman authorizes
Oct. 4—Cleveland Indians defor action on
Congress
of
session
estine mandate; New state of
RCA
to use full $5.300m0,0p0
unin
8-3,
Red
Sox,
Boston
feat
housing.
civil
rights,
inflation,
Israel is born; Arabs invade it
from north and south.
May 20—"Big Five" powers 1
name Count Folke Bernadotte as
U.N. mediator for Palestine.
May 31—Flood waters of Columbia River sweep through
Oregon and Washington, leave
60,000 homeless, submerge warbuilt city of Vanport.
June 3—New 200-inch telededicated at Palomar
scope
Mountain Observatory.
as
June 7—Benes resigns
President of Czechoslovakia for
"health" reasons.
June 9—Israel an d seven
Arab' states agree to four-week
cease fire truce.
June 10—Experimental Air
Force plane has flown "much
faster than the speed of sound
many times," says Secretary W.
Stuart Symington.
June 17—San Diego to New
York airliner crashes near Mt.
Carmel, Pa., kills 43 including
Shoes
Theatrical Producer Earl CarOut Entire Stock of better Suede Shoes included in this great sale of Better
several
roll.
... also short lots of patents and smooth polished calls ... your chance to buy
June 20—Western Allies inpairs at great savings. Come in, see these bargains.
troduce new German currency
to replace Reichsmark.
June 19—House passes stopgap draft bill.
June 20—Congress passes $6,030,710,228 foreign aid appropriation bill.
'June 24—Reds stop,. all rail
Values to $16.95
traffic between western zones
Thr, Group Includes
5
$1095
to.
-and Berlin, aetnripirtidg theira
" RHYTHM STEP SHOES
•'Valuef'iti-'$W-95 "—"Atedues,
land blOckade.
June 24—Republican nominate
Thomas E. Dewey for President.
June 26—U.S. mobolizcs airpower throughout Europe to carry supplies into land-blocked
Berlin.
June 28—Communist Information Bureau denounces Tito
for "hateful" and "slanderous"
policy toward USSR.
July 8—War in Palestine resumes again; Israel agrees to extend truce but Arabs refuse.
July 9 —Eisenhower makes

HAFFORD
MYERS
has been an
*ACE Driver

for nearly nine years for

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
charge
up your deud stock promptly, free of
disinfected
and on sanitary trucks which are
hogs. Call
daily. We pick up horses, cows and
We pay all phone charges.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 898

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

Dependable, Comfortable, Inexpensive!

Christmas Hangover!
(This Price Probably Won't Last)

19c
19c
55c
47c

One nine-room dwelling, bath and other modern
conveniences. On E. Green St. Real bargain for
$6,500.
Also other desirable property.

(.A. WOODALL
89'
Insurance Agency
95'
.55
.29
10'
27'
JAN.
AY,
TUESD
21'
28'
25'
Cow,3 yrs. old
.65 1Jersey
1

117 W. MAIN ST.

Auction Sale
10:,

miles west of Princeton on Varmint Trace Road,
known as Martin farm, I will sell the following

4

property:

23'
65'
75'

Jersey Cow,4 yrs. old
1 Mare,7 years old
1 Mare,6 years old
1 Purebred Hampshire Sow
1 Guilt
200 bushels Yellow Corn
1Wagon 1. Mower,Cream Separator
Plows and other tools too numerous
to mention.
Sale rain or shine. Terms Cash.

BEN SMITH
OWNER

KELSIE 0.TUDOR
AUCTIONEER

" FINAL CLEARANCE SALE!
OF BETTER SHOES

"[B

SUEDES...PATENTS...LEATHERS
-:- Blacks
-:- Browns
-:- Greens
-:- Reds

FOUR GREAT PRICE SAVING GROUPS
Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

$400 $500 $600 $700
Sizes to 10 .. . AAAA to C in widths

ALL HOUSE SLIPPERS REDUCED
ONE LARGE
GROUP

LOW-COST
YIELD
foga

LI

pir.O;

TE

These House Slippers formerly
sold for $3.95 ... all colors, leather soles.

INCREASES

Apply FOUR-LEAF Powdered
Rock Phosphate on your clover or alfalfa—or on. fields to be
seeded to clover or alfalfa or
other legumes. FOUR-LEAF
won't burn or leach—and immediately increases the legume
yield. And all the crops following will feed on soil enriched by both phosphorus ansl
nitrogen—which means permanent soil improvement and
bigger yields of all crops in
your rotation. Investigate this
high-pay farming
low-cost
method
Write to . . .
Thompson Phosphate Co.
407 8. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5,

150
SORRY, ALL SALES FINAL
No Refunds
No Exchanges
No Approvals

SPECIAL PRICED GROUP
Dress and Casual Shoes
Short lots in this group—Many styles in
black or brown but not all sires ... Dress
Shoes, Sport Shoes and Casual Shoes in

$

200

this group.

1111.1111111511111111
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akers
.
Mrs. Lowell Cook, hostess
ished.
The Lakewood Homem
January 12, 1:45 o'clock, LakeMrs. John It. McDowell, re- Club had its regular meeting,
of
of
wood, Mrs. I. J. Harris, hostess. creational leader, had eharge
December 13, at the home
January 13, 1 o'clock, Cedar the social hour. The group playHopper.
Bluff, Mrs. V. E. NuckoLs, hos- ed Christmas games and ex- Mrs. R. V.
mas
Scripture was the Christ
changed gifts. The meeting was
tess.
thought
and
Luke,
from
story
closed by singing carols.
a Christmas
Present were Mesdames J. D. for the month was
er,
Farmersville Homemakers Asher,
Pat Tyrle, quotation. Miss Wilma Vandiv
,
Watson
Derna
to
Mrs. Luke Ray was hostess
on, home agent, discussed a report
Thomps
T.
R.
,
Watson
Virgil
given rethe Farmersville Homemakers
McChesney, Gordon on school conditions
Club for their regular meeting, Annie
meeting. Mrs.
council
John
a
ll,
at
McDowe
cently
t
Brown, Hewlet
December 20.
the major proMcDowell and Luke Ray and Cook Oliver led
Twelve members and a visi- R.
and all worked
,
Covers
Fannie
Slip
ject,
011ie Asher and
tor were present to receive Uht. Misses
ney on the project.
McChes
W.
J.
Mrs.
.
Calvert
coythird lesson on making slip
Gifts were exchanged around
Luther
a Christmas tree. Mrs.
and
Sell had charge of games

Homemaker News

For That New

PLAYER

Thursday, Januar

1111111

lion card and papers inside.
Towels, 187(36. 4 for 99c; 18120.
Finder, return, to office at
Office.
Order
4 for 80e. Sears
Butler High School. Reward.
ltc
Phone 790.
Ito
_
25
Kenmore Electric Washers;
safety
Sheet
:
GLASS
gal. tub capacity. $89.95. Sears AUTO
glass cut and installed In all
Order Office. Phone 790. ltc
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Plumbing and Heating,- Repair
tic
Work. When you need work
Phone 557.
done call or see R. B. Cumghouse
One Westin
mins, 508 N. Jefferson, Phone FOR SALE:
Sun-Lamp, good as new, pric2tp
806-J.
ed reasonable. 307 Cadiz St.
ltp
Avon is advertised in Vogue and
other leading magazines. Be
four
23 acres land,
-the friendly lady who repre- FOR SALE:
room house, barn, building.;
sents it. Earn $1 per hour in
in good condition. 9-10 acre
spare time. District manager
burley base, Plenty water ant
will be in Princeton Monday.
Also 50 acres land, 1700
lights.
Owens465,
Box
P.O.
Write
ge facing highway
fronta
ft.
lip
boro, today.

songs.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames G. H. Sharp, Luther
R. V.
Sell, Charles Parent, and
VanHopper and Misses Wilma
diver and Iva Sharp.
at
The next meeting will be
12,
Jan.
day,
Wednes
o'clock
1:45
Harris.
at the home of Mrs. I. J.

We need your head In our business. Sharp's Barber Shop.
Luther Carner, Luther Glass,
A. P. Yates and Stanley Sharp.
Modern Beauty Shop. Eva
Thomson and Mildred White.
4tp

RECORDS

Car Hooters. Stewart warns
22, priced at .70 an Pere.'Vkl
Heaters
repaired, installed,
e.
separat
or
er
sell all togeth
sold. Williams Texaco Service
2 miles from
/
Located 31
Station. Corner Plum & Main
Princeton on Dawson high.
Phone 557.
to
ltp
way. See Erby Cruce.
FOR SALE: Used baby buggy
Charles Bard, piano tuner, will
Mrs. Alvie Babb, 208 S. Don
two
for
be at Princeton Hotel
ivan.
ltp
17.
weeks, starting January
For appointment, call 861. let FOR SALE: Sixty-one ac- re far
located one mile from Eddy.
ONE DAY radio service on all
ville Depot on good road.
c.
Satisfa
makes and models
seven-room
house, gars
tory work at reasonable prices
smoke house, hen house, co
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's Rahouse, 10-stall barn, everlastdio Shop. South Jefferson at
ing spring, acre fish pond. See
tic
423-J.
Call
d.
Railroa
the
R. S. Mason, Eddyville. lie
FOR SALE: Good lespedeza hay. FOR SALE. Seven room hoses
Donaldson Valley Stock Farm. 911 West Main St. Stoker fired
ltp
Phone P'ton, 99.
furnace, attic fan, full bath
down stairs, two piece bath uP
gas
top
e
FOR SALE: Tabl
stairs. Shown by appointment
range. White enamel, four burPhone 732.
ner, Bargain. Phone 748-W. ltp

BEGINNING JANUARY 24!

BOWLS 742 SERIES-Mrs. Eunice Keup (above), 23-year-old
southpaw bowler, crashed a 742
series at Fon du Lac. Wis., for a
new national woman's pin mark
for the season. Her games were
Two
233, 223, and 286, rolling ten OFFIICES FOR RENT:
front rooms over Finkel's Fair
strikes and a spare in the final
you'll want.
g; One
for her biggest count of
Store, available January 1. InButton and Bows; A Little Bird Told Me; My Darlin
Cobb HomemakersClub met gamenight
;
game
Foolin'
single
Only
highest
Were
and
You
To
the
China;
quire at Princeton Shoe Co.,
Boat
Has My Name; Slow
Cobb Homemakers
tic
er Blue;
sin woPhone 86.
Until; A Heart Full Of Love; Cuckoo Waltz; Lavend
home of Mrs. Dallas Rog- of the season in Wiscon
the
at
Polka; Far
seven men's bowling. (AP Photo)
with
21,
Naughty Waltz; Blues For Red Boy; Beer Barrel
er
Decemb
to
d
Reduce
ers
Curtain yard goods;
presAway Places.
members and four visitors
sided at the business session.
25c a yard. Sears Order Ofltc
ent.
The scripture reading, Luke 2:
fice. Phone 790.
called
'Mrs. Rudolph Morris
8-20, was read by Mrs. Otis
In Rear Woodall's Office - Main Street
pre.'
spreads
and
l bed
the meeting to order
Smiley, and Mrs. Herman White Frenzied hobnai
colors.
pastel
All
tuffs;
10,000
month.
the
for
t
gave the though
Office.
$4.77. Sears Order
The lesson, "Making The Slip
Itc
Phone 790.
Covers", was given by Mrs. Earl
Wood, assisted by Miss Vanin
one;
FOR SALE: Alto saxiph
diver.
condition; $45; Tel. 448good
A Christmas game was played
ltp
W.
by the group, and refreshments
used.
n
and
served to Mesdames Herma PIANOS: Both new
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
White, One Bryant, Guy Luel52tp
Hopkinsville, Ky.
len, Rudolph Morris, Otis Smiley,
Earl Wood, W. E. Willis, Dallas
29c
wide;
94"
st prints;
Rogers; Misses Wilma Vadiver Washfa
Office. Phone
Order
Sears
yd.
Harold
and
and Ann Morris
ltc
790.
Morris.
ent;
basem
ize
Full-s
e.
Avenu
and
Highl
and
St.
t
Marke
On E.
The next meeting will be held Kennedy and Stalling - Electand kitchen;
January 25 with Mrs. Vernon
built-on garage; hardwood floors; asphalt tile in bath
rical contractors; REA wiring
bath.
White,
and
r
showe
;
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
stove
ic
electr
for
wired
gas heat;
tie
Phone 3654 or 541-W.

We've Got The

A New Weekly

FARM SERVICE
The welfare of every resident of
this area depends to an important
degree on healthy and prosperous
farm conditions.

PRINCETON MUSIC COMPANY

FOR SALE

E. W. Kieekhefer
Courier-Journal Farm Editor
Mr. Kieckhefer comer to The Courier.
J.'urnsl highly qualified. Former Farm
Editor for The Minneapolis Star and
Tribune, he studied agriculture at Wisconsin, was farm expert for United Press.
In 1942 he was awarded a Neiman Fellowship at Harvard.

5-ROOM HOUSE

built in.
House has 53 electrical openings. Kitchen cabinets
Large
r.
heate
Laundry facilities in basement; automatic gas water
Piped
ace.
living room with picture window and huge modern firepl
and
ases
for gas logs or to use for real log fire; has built-in bookc
of
best
the
window seat; solid panel doors; molded casings and
hardware.
This house is a dream
It was built to last forever.

complete and modern in every way.

SEE

FREDDIE McCONNELL
Tel. 778-W

Starting The
New Year Right

Card Of Thanks

We wish to thank our many
friends and neighbors for their
many acts of kindness during
the illness and death of our beloved husband and stepfather, W.
P. Chambers. We especially wish
to thank the Rev. John L.
Coomer and the Rev. Everett
Hudson, Home: Brown, the donors of the floral offerings. May
God's blessing rest upon you is
ou rprayer.
Mrs. Mcie Chambers and
ltc
Children.

a plant with nearly 27 years of experience behind it.

drourterlountat

I

HOWERTON'S
January Clearance Sale
Gets into full swing with such outstanding
values as--

Entire Stock of Men's Top Coats

$39.75 and $42.50-Range
Now $35.00
$37.50 Range Now $30.00
Entire Stock of Ladies Winter Coats.
On Sale from $20.00 to $35.00

We do not play second fiddle to any Dry Cleaning plant anywhere

Your home cleaner is a fixture in your community and can give you
the best service.

DOWN GO PRICES

45 MEN'S SUITSand

Worsteds

On Sale at $29.75, $35.00 and
$39.75
Values to $47.54

Entire Stock of Millinery
2 Off
1
/
Values $2.95 to $10.00

39c

Loving Cup Coffee

Daisy Cheese
Tomatoes
P
Hominy
Orange Juice
Oats
Apple Butter

lb 51c
25c
10c
9c
25c
pkg 18c
19c

Scott County, 19-oz. can

Stokely

regular or quick, small
Farm Brand

I

BODENHAMERNG'S
DRY CLEANI

PREP SUITS
$35.00 Range Now $29.75
$28.50 & $29.50 Range Now
$22.50
Sizes 31 to 38

SAM HOWERTON'S
Fredonia, Ky.

can,

Asparagus cut
Ivory Snow

95c

12 for

heavy syrup, 29-oz

can

Nu Maid

.

3 lb pkgs 1
19-oz. can

large box

19-oz, can

28-oz. can

large box

Kent Farm

55c
10c

Heart's Delight. California

28 or jar

Rosedale

25c

25c
Peaches
Oleomargarine
10c
Apple Sauce
31c
38c Ivory Flakes
10c
31c Kraut
P
19c
Li
21c
Vegetable Soup
2c
1
22/
17c
Crowder Peas
32c
124c
ns
221/2c Pork & Bea
1.75
Lite Flake Flour
ib 12c
M
99c
Tomato Soup ie..:
eas Stokely, Roney Pod,-19-orivi'

C

orn golden, whole kernel, 19-os. canl5c
Nancy Lees

Turnip Greens
Tomato Juice
Chili Con Carne
Fruit Cocktail
Red Beans
Coal Buckets
Milk

29-ws. caulk

ma Beans

seaside 20-oz.

Can

Big Boy

28-oz. can

Nasa

46-oz. can

Armour's

Nancy Lee

I9-oz. can

Ky. Beauty

16-oz. can

19 0/

1-1b. can

25-lb. bag

Garden City, 19 oz can lit

Heavy galvanized

olasses NeW

144041
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Jones I
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School.
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test, will
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petition.
The Pri
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cash aw
will race
soil c
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school
through
from 9
Capitol
conservat
Allcock
Other
Fredonia,
y Boi
wright,
R. Eakew
roy MeN
envy
elps,
Blackbur
cents eac
Butler,
M. Beck,
Mary V.
lins, Jim
yn 121
rY
(Pie

lane
ross
John
Devic
Pilot's
John
yla
igh tea
lane w
ear
land a
lowing
Mr.
dminis
gion,
inistra
Atl
over
roll
unway,'
e co
ight in
embe
nd q
usting
n oppo
lane.
Mr.
ind la
efinite
ilots in
fety f
1XeS

nfide

Orleans. pure.

Campbell's

large size

or can 10C

2c
/
Sunshine Condemed, tall en.121

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES or Spinach
Fresh Kale, Mustard, Turnip

aCabbage
O

Texas New Green

tb.k

Greens
Potatoes
Cobbler

nions Spanish, large and firm. lb.811/3C

Phone 111 for your cleaning wants

Spaghetti
Oleomargarine
P
Baby Food 4.,..

46-oz. can

Quaker

Hunt's

Everyone 100% wool-Tweeds, Flannels
Regulars, Longs, and Stoats

NO OUT-OF-TOWN CLEANER CAN
COMPARE WITH THIS SERVICE.

WATCH FOR AND READ THE
WEEKLIf FARM DEPARTMENT OF

Notice

Values to $49.00

in point of quality of work and excellence of service.

For complete farm news and features about better farm living

LOST:, Red leather billfold between Wood Drug Store and
Butler High School. Identifica-

Fine Coverts and Gabardines

When you send your clothes to Bodenhamer's you are dealing with

To contribute to that prosperity
through fuller and more comprehensive farm news, The Courier.
Journal will inaugurate a weekly
farm department beginning January
24. It will appear in The Courier.
Journal each Monday.

All parties having claims
against the estate of the late
Frances Eldred Kelly, deceased,
present same properly
will
MIEN111111111!
proven to t h e undersigned on EllINIENININIE
All
1949.
1,
ry
Februa
or before
parties knowing themselves indebted to said estate please
come forward and settle at once,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
The coffee with the wonderful flavor,
Executor of Frances Eldred
the
The smallest airplane in
3tc
3 Ihs $1.12
dec'd.
Kelly,
world was recently built by four
Red ('rose, Macaroni or
sin
Wiscon
California engineers. It weighs
When the Germans took over
and
length
a
has
and
pounds
170
Tsingtao, China, in 1808, they
3 packages for
full cream
wingspread of 15 feet. News- built the first motor roads in
prone
reels show the pilot lying
Choice
Ml
a
areas
Indian
Day,
ion
0
recreat
Break
that country to
as he flies his "glorified ironing
near the ciy.
2-lbs. for
2, 19-oz. cans
board."
Blackeyed
eas Lapel, early June, 24-oz. can
19-oz. can
eas Brown's Valley
Gerber's, assorted strained

Our

... Means getting THE MOST for your Dry
Cleaning Dollar.

6, 1949

111111
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Classified Ads

Par_Ten

RECORD

TEm,

W

10-lb mesh bag

MEAT SPECIALS

1

Sugar Cured Jowl
Chuck Beef Roast

lb 25c Steak
lb 43c Short Rib

2c
1
,b 12/
49t

Round or Sirloin
and Brisket

,b 65c
37c
lb

Ky. 9 A. M
Listen to "Bing Sings" Dolly WSON, Henderson,
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
WVJS 6 P. M.

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIM

Como,
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nal
n corn
here
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*47. In
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